
Subject: Shipboard Travel  
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]  Mr. Ebenezer Burr 
   Norfolk 
   Litchfield Co.  
   Conn. [Connecticut] 
 

Prairieville [Wisconsin] June 2, 1843 
 

My dear Parents, Sister & Brothers,  
 We are now in Wisconsin at cousin Levi’s [Levi Grant].  I can’t realize it I dont seem 
possible.  We arrive this morning about 9 oclock were received quite cordially by Mr. & Mrs. Grant 
who said they had been looking for us two or three weeks Levi is not quite as tall or large as 
Daniel, blazing red hair freckled face & hands, butternut colored eyes, Smooth voice  & 
converses very well — his wife [Lucinda Octavia Tryton Grant] about my height perhaps a little 
taller rather more fleshy, though her face not much if any larger — complexion neither very dark 
or light hair dark as my own, blue eyes very mild, pretty voice, looks a little like Catie Wright but 
prettier <though perhaps not much more than I do> her name was Lucinda Tryon — parents now 
reside in Ohio — removed thither from Southington Hartford Co. Conn [Connecticut] am really 
quite pleased with her — think I shall enjoy her society considerably — age 22 last March her 
husband 25 last Sept — They have been married more than 2 1/2 years — have a little daughter 
Frances Augusta 11 months runs around — fat little thing — black eyes — rather sandy hair — 
quite large & active for one of her age — 
 It is now nearly 1/2 past 7 Friday eve — laid my writing aside an hour or so during a 
shower of rain & hail, accompanied by wind, thunder & lightning — they say such storms are 
frequent & violent some think so much thunder & lightning to be attributed to the minerals 
abounding here Mrs. Grant & myself were alone our husbands being gone to Milwaukie 
[Milwaukee, Wisconsin] for our goods — I felt very calm this time but dread them some 
 Sat. morn. Daniel & Levi started for Milwaukie yesterday after dinner & will not probably 
be at home until to day noon — we rise about 6. had for breakfast some codfish very nice — 
potato mashed warm wheat cake & butter & tea. Lucinda is now getting her little child asleep — 
 I suppose you feel anxious to know about our journey — I will first briefly say we left 
Albany Sat. noon reached Buffalo in one week from that time sailed from B [Buffalo]. Sat P.M. 
arrived at Milwaukie Thursday Morn 15 days from the time we left home had on the whole a very 
pleasant prosperous time — what was the most vexatious was being detained in Albany nearly 2 
days before starting & then getting along so very slow on the canal boat — suppose we might just 
as well have been in Buffalo a day or two sooner I do not feel nearly as tired as I anticipated — 
but about as usual — very well — 
 Our passage here has cost us <between 50> 61 dollars & little more D [Daniel]. has an 
exact account from Albany to Buffalo ‘twas nearly $18 — our fare $3 each & board ourselves — 
freight nearly $12 — little more than 26 hundred. 45 cts. hund. From B [Buffalo]. to Milwaukie the 
freight exclusive of the wagon was called 15 barrel bulk — $1 barrel & the waggon $5 making $20 
for freight from Buf [Buffalo] our fare from B [Buffalo]. was $9 each  — deck passage — cabin 
passage would have been twice as much — it would have been much more pleasant but think we 
shall be glad of our $11 or $13 saved — Daniel was not sick at all on the Lake — & I not but very 
little — it cost us little more than $6 getting from Milwaukie here — storage of the goods in M 
[Milwaukie] $1.50 — horse hire to come here $150  — D [Daniel].& L [Levi]. stay in M [Milwaukie]. 
& our [...] $3 & more — & now after we have fairly got here Daniel has left $184 — for which he 
owes no one — he has also that $100. note of his father — 
 It was not very convenient for me to write much on the boat, so I just noted down a little 
now & then on a slip of paper which I will transcribe after writing a little before we left Albany — 
We just drove up to Mr. Butlers & talked a few moments with Jennette she said Ann Phelps was 
going to Chicago soon 90 miles from us — called at the school house & <just> said “Good Bye” 
to Desiah — as we passed along a little below Mr. Sam Gaylords Daniel sung Bounding Billows 



&c. several verses — some quite pretty & appropriate — it did me good — perhaps you can get 
them of some one — The first day as you probably learned of Joel, D [Daniel]. rode with him 
some leaving me to drive then Joel rode with me a little way saw no pleasanter farms coming to 
Wisconsin than in Sheffield & beyond — the next morning Joel & I went on to Albany 26 miles 
had a good visit reached there about 10 — called at a public house where I remained until 2 
o’clock then I went on board the canal boat. Brockport, Capt. Chappel <Capt> when we reached 
Albany Joel went immediately to ascertain about a passage for us. Daniel arrived with the goods 
past 12 — & for some reason I was taken to the boat without looking for any carpet filling — J 
[Joel Grant] said he would get some I want to know about it I did not get any sacking for the 
settee because I thought we could get it here without the money & Joel said he presume ‘twould 
be as cheap.  Soon after we went onto the boat Jo [Joel]. came down & almost immediately word 
was given that we were to go to the other side of the river — So he bid us good bye & hastened 
out — an hour or so after Capt. brought from him a note saying that he had been looking at some 
stoves & thought twould be well for us to get one — D. [Daniel] looked & purchased one for $16 
— funnel two spit boxes $5. I think it a very pretty stove — should think rather smaller than Uncle 
Silas’ & much handsomer — 
 The furniture of the stove consists of a tin boiler with copper bottoms, a copper tea kettle 
larger than ours at home a pot. larger than yours an iron kettle not very heavy which will hold 
about 8 quarts — a spider very pretty & not as heavy as ours — an iron dripping pan — two long 
tin platters for pies, two 3 pint basins & a dipper which holds about a pint with a handle going 
straight up for several inches & then curved — 
 When we went on the boat the Capt. said he should start that night or the next morning 
— but he waited & waited for more passengers & freight & finally went out Sat. noon — I spent 
my time in looking & going about & seeing every thing that was going on — I did not feel very 
impatient, but [D?] felt as if he wanted to be going  
Friday morning there went on the boat three sisters going about 200 miles on the canal, quite 
pleasant young ladies, or rather old maids, Also Mr. Stanberg from N.Y. city [New York City], his 
sons & daughter 16 going to Chicago Ill. — believe he was a mason — were rather gay, full of 
life, but had no religion nor much principle, liked to play cards, go to Theatre, read novels &c. — 
yet still I found I thought a good deal of meeting them on the steam boat on  the lake — as we 
knew no other face — 
 Friday P.M. there went on board a family of Jewetts from Northampton Mass — Old Mr. & 
Mrs. Jewett, their daughter Isabella about 22. I think, sons Albert 18. & Edward 16 & a married 
son with two children George 5 & Mary 14 months — lovely children — Mary one of the sweetest 
[...] things I ever saw. They were all very pleasant & good company I felt quite attached to them 
— particularly Mrs. Henry Jewett — were going to Bricksville Ohio — not far from Cleveland — 
we left them at Buffalo — 
 There was also Mrs. Jackson on the boat from Northampton going to visit her married 
daughters in Ohio & N. York — left her husband & daughter at home.  
 Sat. 1/4 before 12 — Have got fairly started from Albany just passed the first lock, When 
the country through which a canal passes is not level locks are necessary in order for the boats to 
ascend or descend — when we got in sight of a lock there are gates which would seem to 
prevent our passing, but on approaching they are thrown open by large levers, log like & we pass 
on they are then closed & we find another gate in front — then we are completely penned — with 
gates before & behind & walls of stone on each side — from 8 to 6 feet in height though generally 
about 10 & Ralph how do you think we get out? By machinery, raising iron rods the water comes 
foaming, roaring, dashing in & raises us <the top of> to a level with the wall, the gates are then 
opened & on we pass or if we wish to descend the water is let out & we go down several feet — 
 Nearly 10 o’clock — are passing through Troy — which is on both sides of the river — 
cannot get a sight of Mrs. Willards Sem. [Troy Female Seminary, started by Emma Willard] — are 
now off the boat while it is being weighed — freight & boat*  
 
* boat weights 30 tons  
 
exclusive of the passengers about 52 tons for which the Capt. has to pay about $86 totl.  It is 
considered a light load — In West Troy is an arsenal — are several buildings  — do not think they 



are quite as handsome as those in Springfield — between 3 & 4 P.M. passed Cohose falls — 
thought of [M?] Calo. Butler & the little mineral on the shelf — the falls are no great sight — 
though very pretty — 

Sat Eve — past 8 the cook has just come to the cabin to make the [berths?] there are 18 
put up — in the ladies cabin & 12 in the gentleman’s — the cabin is one room except a division of 
a curtain — the smaller room is called the Ladies Cabin I took an upper berth slept soundly — 
 Sab. [Sabbath] morn awoke & found our boat going — notwithstanding we understood 
[...] to stop on the Sabbath — All along the canal [...] & shops were open — if I had not 
remembered it as Sunday I should not have known it — it seemed dreadful I felt wicked enough 
— conscience smitten — afraid but I could not help myself — Daniel spoke to the Capt about 
stopping — he said a little & went off — [on?] — D [Daniel]. staid in the cabin most of the day & 
we read in the Bible & the Reformation Book & slept some for the first few days I sat down on the 
Settee & slept an hour or so each day  
& slept soundly nights too — so you see I got rested Sab. [Sabbath] P.M. we came in sight of a 
place that reminded us of the gorge between Holyoke & [Tom?] — it really looked beautifully & 
more — as we approached it & passed between the mountains & saw the ledges of rocks the 
trees & shrubs on the mountain side — 150 feet perhaps was conscious of emotions of sublimity 
— I enjoyed it much — very much — 
 Monday — This morning when I awoke found our boat passing through a lock — it is said 
there are 99 between Albany & Buffalo — about 9 o’clock came to another — got off the boat & 
walked with Daniel 2 or 3 miles — felt refreshed — dined at 1 — ate bread & butter tongue & — 
Half past 1 just entered Utica which is on both sides the canal  — the part of the city that we 
[saw?] is not handsome — looks as if there was a good deal of business done — about a mile 
<this side> out of the city is the state lunatic asylum — a large stone building very handsome 
 This P.M. sat on deck some & sewed some on sheets I dont work or read much for I 
cannot confine my mind to reading & I liked better to see all I can than to sew — though we could 
work as well most of the time for all the motion of the boat as in a house  To day a boat was 
nearly with us containing I believe 45 or 50 mormons going to Nauvoo, Ill. A priest came on board 
& spent a few hours, laboring to convert I suppose eat for supper bread & butter, cake & 
pie 
 Tues. morn [...] last night [...] rain the first we have had since we left [...] — breakfasted 
on bread cake & sweetened water — D [Daniel]. has <just> purchased 2 lbs. beef steak 5 cts lb. 
shall have some for dinner — sat on deck an hour or two — & after sewed some — Past 2 o’clock 
are passing through Lodi — the rail road passes under the canal here I think Clarisa Eastman 
lived in Lodi — D [Daniel]. enquired but could hear nothing of her or her family — Possibly she 
never resided here as there is another tower of the same name in the state —   
 3 o’clock are now in Syracuse — many handsome houses — like the appearance of the 
place better than I do Utica — though it is not as large — about 6 o’clock just left Syracuse — 
rained most of the time while there — there came on board there Mr. John Hall, his wife & 4 small 
children — thought them an interesting family — he was not Elisa’s brother — A little out of 
Syracuse are the salt works of Salina & Gettysburg — The last is on the canal — In my next think 
I will tell you more about them in my next letter — 
 Wed. Just heard the small pox in Syracuse where we called yesterday — but I dont fear it 
much  — 5 o’clock — our boat just passed under a bridge one end of which had settled & was so 
low as to take some of the baggage from the deck into the canal — believe it was all recovered — 
this morning before breakfast put my person in order — read in the Bible &c. & sewed some 
breakfasted at 8 on steak, bread & butter most of the day it has been quite windy — P.M. finished 
my sheets then sat on deck a little while — eat for supper [rusk?] & milk & cake  
 Thurs. morn. Are now within 16 miles of Rochester by way of the canal & 8 the stage 
road — Daniel & another gentleman have got off the boat to walk there as they wished to look 
around & D [Daniel]. though he needed the exercise — 
4 o’clock — now in Rochester — canal passes through city — good many large buildings 
enquired after [...] Sibley Alling — found that <she> her husband kept a shoe store & that they 
lived with her Father a mile from the canal — I would have been very happy to have seen her, but 
we feared the boat would not stop long enough for us, & beside D [Daniel]. had a severe head 



ache — but we staied 3 hours or more & had we known we should might have gone —  we 
learned before we got to Buffalo not to place much, if any dependence on what the Capt. said —   
 Friday — our progress to day is faster than any preceding <...> at 9 in the evening 
reached Lockport  — we sat up waiting to go out & see the locks as there are 5 or 6 together that 
is we got from one right into the other [...] rise in some of [...] but the banks are very high — [...] 
a thunder shower came up & prevent — Sat at 12 reach Buffalo — [...] 4 miles on the lake — You 
have probably concluded before this that we did not go to the falls. If our old Capt. had only [...] in 
Rochester 1 hour sooner than he was we might have gone from there for 25 cents each! there 
were 2 boats went out — opposition then did however a [Cat?] go out at 7 in the evening in which 
we might have gone — the fare was more considerable (dont remember how much) but suppose 
we might have gone from R [Rochester]. that day to Buffalo for 7 or 8 dollars — now I suppose 
you’ll say, why didn’t you go? We did not know what was best to do. hesitated & doubted — the 
reason of our doubt was, that if our boat went as fast as the Capt. affirmed it should, we might go 
from Lockport with probably 4 or 5 dollars less expence — be in season there to take the Sat. 
morning cars — but we did not know as it was best to depend upon him — thought if we went 
from Rochester we should be sure of it — & might possibly be sorry if we didnt but we concluded 
to try him once more & went on  — & he went beyond our expectations so that we arrived at 
Lockport several hours <several hours> before we anticipated about an hour after the evening 
cars left — we might have got off & staid over night & taken the morning cars at 9 — but the Capt. 
declared we should be in Buffalo before that time, said he should wish to unload the boat that 
day, & we were afraid some of our things would be lost were we not there to attend to them — 
thought we might get to B [Buffalo]. in season to attend to [...] things & go to the falls from there 
— but we were unexpectedly detained a few hours, after we left Lockport as we met a boat that 
was very heavily loaded & had struck a ground so we could not pass it  
 
[page torn] [...] about noon the cards had [...] was a boat going out to Milwaukie that P.M. & we 
got on it, for [...] we had [...] & gone to the falls Mon. did not know when we could go to Milwaukie 
as they could not tell when a boat would go out — want to know what you think about it all — do 
not you feel troubled — do not feel very badly — I do not feel as [...] gentleman did, “that he could 
not die till he had seen Niagara” — D. [Daniel] is sorry we did not go from Rochester — he told 
me then, if I said go, we would do so, but after all I thought he didn’t quite think ‘twas best — say I 
must keep my $5. to go with some future time — 
Will tell the rest of my journey in my next — I feel in very good spirits — have had but 4 or 5 
crying spells since I left home — love D. [Daniel] better & better — my health is good — shall 
send another letter soon as I can write it for I could fill a [...] folio now — the mail only goes from 
here once in 7 days — Sundays — I want to hear from you — very particular — I thought of Mary 
[Mary Burr Hill] & Ralph [Ralph E. Burr] on their birth days — 
 
Friday June 9 — We moved into our house yesterday — not being in readiness before — think it 
will be comfortable Daniel said I must tell you that he is quite pleased with Wisc thinks we have a 
very good farm — that he has bought a yoke of the best oxen in Wisconsin great things, with a 
yoke on a good cow & [calves?] 6 weeks old for $70 — [try?] call the oxen $60. w[...] cattle are 
much higher here than Joel represented [...] 
 
Levi folks seb[...]perets — to relative — all my love to every body — want to know about Wm. 
Nortons [Cat?] 
 
I want to know how much Ma [Pamela Benton Burr] has been sick Love to father Grants [Elijah 
Grant] people — how does Ralph feel & all of you my dear dear parents sister & brothers — 
 
There are several plum trees near our house — a great many strawberry blossoms, & wild 
flowers — I enjoy them much believe there is most every thing to be bought in Milwaukie — such 
as dried applies. peaches &c — believe lard is here 5 or 6 cts. lb. [tallow?] twice that — wheat 
[flour?] $4 or 5 barrel — Muscovado sugar 8 cts — molasses 62 gale — butter 12 1/2 usually & 
25 the last winter no shakes have been seen this spring but expect they will be plenty — 
musquetos are thick better get that broad cloth from Miss Dowd  Want to know how much that 



brown broad cloth was worth in N. also how much strained pails cost. Levi’s folks want one of 
ours very much — there is about 9 2/3 yds. of that black cotton cloth  All that we had broken 
was largest looking glass, wh. was broken very fine, one tumbler, one light, <tea> cup. one quart 
bowl, one white deep plate, one blue pie plate, & our blue edged pie plate can mend most of 
them with little trouble — Dont feel bad about me — think I shall feel well enough if you do  

Very aff. [affectionately] Caroline  
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]     Mr. Ebenezer Burr 
      Norfolk 
      Litchfield County 
      Connecticut 
 
      
     Sunday San Juan Del Sur [Nicaragua] June 13 
Dear all of you 
 Believe my diareah [diarrhea] or Alim passages commenced about the time we were at 
Castillo.  Did not have but one passage a day but that was very thin it caused me no pain or 
trouble only as I gradually grew weaker I paid no attention to it for a day or two as Dr Welch told 
me [exactly?] to live very plain which was all we wer doing at that time all we were eating was a 
little piece of the bread which came from Greytown & a little dried Beet, At Castillo my appetite 
had been & was then so poor & I had had so little change for so long a time & was getting so 
weak with a regular daily cangee of the bowels that I began to think that if I could have a meal of 
victuals it might do me good the price was one dollar a meal & I had just paid out 20 cts for two 
junk bottles of rice coffee.  the fellow charged me 20 cts for one bottle but it was very strong & I 
got some more hot water & filled the two, & I had not paid out but 1.20 before since leaving N.Y.  I 
thought of the drummer & the dollar & finally concluded that if a [dinner?] would do me any good I 
had better get it & so did dont know as it did me any good & I have been sorry that I spent that 
dollar.  When the Director got Toro rapids I did not feel like travelling 3 miles & so went up in the 
[baggae?] boat Suppose I could have walked it but had rather ride at Virgins Bay I sucked the the 
juice of an orange with some of the ginger crackers & started for here on a mule was pretty tired 
& glad to lie on a bed, <c>found that Dr Pollard a Dr which Dr’s Cockey & Rockwell advised us to 
employ if we needed any.  He told me perhaps had better use the pills Dr Welch gave me which I 
did for a time but did not get better every thing that passed me was as thin as water. The Dr 
finally gave me something & I am better  He has not given me any thing for sometime  I have 
taken some of my pills & think the diareah [diarrhea] is checked, have not been very sick have 
been round every day & have been into the ocean to bathe almost morning when it did not rain.  
Have had a little rheumatism in my knees & a little in my shoulder the Dr’s told me it would do me 
good to go in bathing & then rub myself until I got warm havent hardly any rheumatism today, 
Sunday 8 o clock  The S.S. Lewis just arrived dont know when she will start probably in a day or 
two, Monday 1/2 past 3 I went in bathing this morning & came to breakfast I never eat any thing 
but a little boiled rice & sugar & some plain wheat bread & drink clear green tea after breakfast 
[S.?] & I took our dirty clothes & started for where there had been a spring of water but it was 
dried.  we found [salt] water in an old canoe in which [S.?] washed out the cracker [...] which I 
brought from Flemington & the handkerchief which was wrapped round the dried beef  The S.S. 
Lewis is going tomorrow.  I washed out my flannel shirt & towel & [S.?] washed his things we had 
some tubs & drew the water out of the well it is pretty warm though I would rather had some heat 
on a stove for my greasy woolen shirt had plenty of soap got it very clean.  I have had but one 
passage today in fact I dont any day & it is not watery although it is just probably not as thick as it 
would be if I lived on heartier food.  Shall have a change of food & air tomorrow when we get on 
boat.  Shall have to pay 25 cts to put this into the express  Dr Pollard gave me seven [papers?] of 
[powders?] to be taken one <...> hours & two messes of of liquid to be taken <...> half table 
spoonsful once in 4 hours he kept me in <...> 4 or 5 days & has given me all the advice I have 
asked <...> has charged me 1.50. 



Tuesday morn  Suppose the Lewis is going today  I have been at this hotel two weeks & five days 
they charge 10 dol a week when you stay a whole week & 2 dol a day if you stay only part of a 
week.  I paid 20 dol at the end of the 2 weeks & now expect to have to pay 10 dol more for the 
five days & the passengers all have to pay 2 dol to get carried on board the steamer  After paying 
all this I shall have about 97 dol  I have been so weak I could not write until I have & now my 
hand trembles so I can hardly write remember me to all friends Kate in particular.  tell her I have 
not forgotten her but that I hope to have better health & a better place to write t[o] her I have had 
kiss all the little children for me a dozen times apiece, wish I was in Cal [California] with good 
health & plenty to do think I shall soon be there  Dont know as I can tell you where to direct a 
letter to me in Cal [California] unless you send a word to me through Daniel we expect to go to 
him now  Should be very glad to hear from you  
     Your aff [affectionate] Son & Brother  

R. E. Burr [Ralph E. Burr] 
 
     Flemington [New Jersey] Friday Morn July 9, ‘52 
Dear parents brother & sisters 

 We are all well as usual.  Mon. evening – I wrote Thurs for Friday when I felt that 
I could not send the letter away that day  —  I wanted to read it more  —  Ralph dear brother is 
almost constantly in my thoughts  —  I hope for the best but try to be reconciled to whatever shall 
happen.  Sam does not walk yet, though he seems strong enough to do so, he is a plump solid 
little thing  —  If you have good opportunity wish you would ask Dr. Welch how he ought fed now 
that he is a year old — whether water should be added to his milk & whether he should eat bread 
with it.  I think of going home this summer or fall – go alone from New York & William come for 
me — visit from 3 to 4 weeks long  —  When would you prefer me to come.  I may not go at all — 
it is not decided — business is very dull.  Ralph took the money for the stocking yarn.  Kiss the 
children for me  —  Is Eddy [Edward Grant] in pants yet. 
      aff. [affectionately] Mary B. Hill. 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Transcription: original not in collection] 
[Addressed to]  Caroline Grant 
   Savannah [Georgia], Jan. 19, 1832 
My dear Parents, 
 You probably have received a letter which I commenced writing Jan. 14 which was 
finished by cousin Roscana.  That informed you of my sudden departure from Ipswich.  Miss Lyon 
[Mary Lyon] accompanied me to Boston Wednes. P. M. to assist me in making arrangements for 
my passage to this place.  Then I expected to go on to Providence [Rhode Island], & from thence 
to N. Y. [New York] & set sail for Savan [Savannah].  But on arriving in Boston, I found a ship was 
soon to sail from there & it was judged best for me to come in it.  It was expected then that it 
would sail on Fri. so I was full of business Thurs.  Miss Lyons advised & assisted me in making 
necessary purchases which we nearly completed at one o’clock.  We then prepared to accept an 
invitation to dinner at Hon. Samuel Hubbard’s.  I enjoyed this visit much.  It is a remarkably well 
regulated family.  Mr. H. [Hubbard] has seven children, five by his former wife, & two by his 
present one.  Miss Eliza Hubbard, his eldest daughter, is now here.  She has been journeying 
with Aunt Z. [Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] for many months.  Thurs. eve. the Capt. the ship Olive 
Branch in which I was expecting to sail came & spent the evening at Capt. Lovett’s.  No. 19. 
Hancock St. where we were boarding.  We sent an invitation to him the morning previous.  He, 
Capt. Dyer is a plain, but sensible man, & I shall ever feel grateful to him for his kind attentions 
during the passage.  I was the only lady on board.  There was one passenger besides myself.  
Mr. Herring lieutenant in the U. S. army.  He was a Virginian educated at West Pt. [West Point]  
He was intelligent & rather gentlemanly.  Sabbath morn about 11 o’clock we left Central wharf at 
Boston in the ship Olive Branch.  The ship was well built, about 120 ft. long & of 400 tons burthen.  
The day we set sail was mild & very warm for New Eng. [England]  Not a wave but small ripples 
were to be seen.  About four miles from the wharf we passed between the islands on which the 
forts are situated. Fort Independence on Castle Is. [Island]. is west & Fort Warren the old fort east 



of the place where ships enter the harbor.  About 100 men are stationed at Fort In. [Fort 
Independence]  Walls of brick are raised 30 ft.  I should think, on the east & south sides of it.  
These walls are white washed almost every summer.  The earth is raised some higher than the 
wall, & there appear to be some fine buildings upon the island.  We passed on pleasantly.  About 
6 miles from shore the pilot returned.  I spent most of the day on deck hoping by that means to be 
less sea sick.  I felt rather lonely.  The crew were remarkably orderly, there were about 18 
persons on board, including all, a cat, & about 14 fowls.  I was sea sick only the first three days.  
After this, I relished our food as much as ever, which was wholesome.  On an island, eight miles 
from the wharf, is the light house to guide eastern vessels & about a mile further is one to guide 
vessels into the port of Boston.  The quarantine is on Painesford Island.  Vessels are not detained 
there now.  Capt. Dyer stayed there 10 days last Feb. on account of the cholera.  There is a 
hospital, a surgeon’s house, & some buildings on the island.  I took some beef soup for dinner, 
thickened with rice & a few slices of turnips boiled in it.  Soup was our first dish every day on 
board made either of beef, mutton or fowl <beef>.  I suppose I could not have had better 
accommodations, & nothing more could I wish but a companion.  I mean some lady’s company.  I 
had a state room, in which were four berths to myself.  Saw the towns of Hull [Massachusetts] & 
Hingham [Massachusetts] to the west of us.  Scituate [Rhode Island] meeting house was in sight 
most of Sab. [Sabbath] P. M.  I took a cup of black tea & retired to rest about six o’clock, sea sick.  
After this we saw no more land till the next week.  Fri. morn, a period of 11 days. 
 Mon. morning.  I rose about sun rise sea sick, & hastened to go on deck, where the fresh 
air & some vomiting soon relieve me.  No place about a ship is so pleasant as the deck.  I never 
became weary looking at the waves & the motion of the vessel mounting a wave & then 
descending sometimes appeared very majestically.  I rested considerable the first two nights 
indeed.  I slept pretty well, excepting two nights all the time. - Tues. A. M. was cold & cloudy, 
though I stayed on deck most of the time because I felt much better than in the cabin.  We had a 
fine turky for dinner.  It rained in the P. M. & the wind blew hard from the S. E.  The boat rocked 
very much.  I had not been able to support myself for some time, but now this was not only my 
case, but that of all on board.  You would be amused to take your meals on board a ship when 
the wind blows.  The table is made fast to the floor, & the dishes are prevented from sliding from it 
be a frame.  Even then it was often difficult to keep our seats & see to our coffee & plates.  The 
Capt. first mate, Mr. Herring & myself took our meals together.  Tues. evening about 10 o’clock 
the wind suddenly changed to the N. W. & blew in a gale for 12 hours.  No one slept any more, or 
but very little that night.  It did seem that we certainly should capsize.  I never passed such a 
night, & I then felt that nothing would ever incite me to take another voyage.  I found some 
comfort in committing myself to Him who controls the winds & waves, & in feeling the Judge of all 
earth does all things well.  The Sab [Sabbath] before I committed those verses in the 10th Ps. 
[Psalm] which contain an interesting description of a storm at sea from verses 23 – 31.  Perhaps 
some of the children would like to learn those verses.  In the serm [sermon] at Ips [Ipswich 
Female Seminary] just before I left about $70.00 was collected for the Seamens Friend Soc. 
[Seamen’s Friend Society] & almost 100 for a Theological Sem. [Seminary] in Jefferson Co. Ohio.  
Miss Lyon mentioned four reasons why the seamen had a claim on our benevolence.  1. Because 
they were exposed to great hard ships in this life.  2. Great exposure to a premature death.  3. 
The salvation of their soul.  4. Their instrumentality in converting the world.  These increase in 
importance the last outweighing all the others.  Mr. Hubbard of Boston thinks no society more in 
need of assistance now, than this.  
 Wednes. morn.  Was rejoiced to find the wind abating.  I went on deck the sea was high.  
The spray often rose so high as to sprinkle me.  It repays for some suffering to see the ocean in 
such a situation.  I do not think I have language to describe it to you.  At one time the waves were 
from 30 to 40 ft. high & they were several times from 15 to 20 or 25 ft.  Sometimes a hill of water 
would be moving towards the ship much higher than we were & it seemed as if it wd. [would] 
soon bury us, but the ship wd. [would] rise, or the wave die away.  It is wonderful how the ships 
do avoid them so much.  I saw a great number of porpoises darting through the water.  They 
would weigh 100 pds. [pounds] are chiefly valuable for their oil, & are caught with harpoons.  I 
suffered very little more from sickness.  Friday I finished reading a tract “The Backslider” which I 
think very good.  Wednes. P.M.  The Capt. & mates kept trying the heat of the water to ascertain 
of we were in the Gulf Stream.  At four o’clock the thermometers rose to 76 degrees so that the 



Capt. had no doubt but we were in the G.S. [Gulf Stream]  He hoped not to get so far east as the 
stream, but the wind was unfavorable, & it cd. [could] not be avoided.  The Gulf Stream is from 60 
to 80 m. [miles] wide, & extends to the coast of Newfoundland.  Sea weed is floating about it in 
great abundance which resembles ground pine.  The air here was peculiarly soft & warm as May 
days in New Eng. [England]  Wednes. night the rain fell in torrents.  Squalls were frequent all the 
time the ship was in the G.S. [Gulf Stream]  Thursday stayed below because of the rain.  Spent 
most of the time reading Memoir of Felix Neff.  The gale I mentioned on Tues. night, should have 
been Thurs. night.  This was much more violent than the first.  During the evening there was 
much thunder, & sharp lightning.  After this, the wind blew from the N. W.  One of sails was taken 
away.  The Capt. thought it very fortunate that the sails were furled, otherwise he thought the 
whole might have sunk.  Fri. I went on deck before breakfast, & remained there about five min.  
The ocean was indeed a grand sight.  I did not go on deck again till Sat.  We saw three vessels 
sailing most of the day.  Sat. P. M. was very mild & Sab. [Sabbath] very pleasant I read the book 
of Hos. [Hosea]  When on deck saw large collections of sea weed.  At a distance it appeared 
yellow.  Its color depends in a measure on its situation in the water.  If two or three ft. [feet] below 
the surface it was a beautiful green.  When on the surface, not so lively.  Probably this is in part 
owing to the age of the weed.  About sunset on deck I witnessed a scene which I fancy had I 
been blessed by the muses I should have seized as favorable to write poetry.  The waters were 
gently undulating, & on every side of each [.... ....] hill of waters were numberless ripples.  The 
horizon was skirted with broken clouds.  The light of the fading day still lingered in west for some 
time only one gem twinkled in the heavens then one & another peeped out.  The wind was soft & 
refreshing.  I silently enjoyed it till the Capt. asked me down to tea.  About poetry.....Abigail & 
John would learn to love poetry.  When I was in Taunton [Massachusetts], Mr. Reed’s children I 
thought had a pretty way of amusing themselves by capping poetry as they termed it.  One would 
repeat a line, then another wd. [would] repeat one commencing with the same letter which ended 
the previous line, as if one should say, Deep in the waves is a coral grove, E is the last letter.  
The next line might be, Eye hath not seen it, my gentle boy, the next line begins with Y I think.  
Martha & even Marcus would like to it sometimes Mr. Joseph Emerson said at I. [Ipswich] last 
summer that poetry ought to receive 1000 times the attention it has yet received.  Repeat poetry 
proper lines if you repeat at all.  Mon. morning the waves were quite high but the motion was 
pleasant, no rocking but resembling swings, the head of the ship rising & then the stern.  the 
waves usually break to the leeward that is if the wind is N. W. they fall away to the S. E.  Tues. & 
Wednes. we were nearly in the latitude of Savannah but 300 miles from the coast & the direction 
of the wind such as the render the prospect discouraging as to what time we shd. [should] arrive 
at Savannah, but Wednes. night the wind changed & continued favorable the remainder of the 
passage.  We were soon wafted over the Gulf Stream & Friday morning the land was in sight & a 
pilot was received on board.  Sat. about ten o’clock I arrived at Savannah & sent to the P. O. for a 
letter which Aunt Z. [Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] had lodged there that I might know where to 
find her.  About 11 I found her & now am pleasantly situated in a boarding house with Aunt & 
Miss Hubbard.  Coming up the river the scenery was very pleasant.  Flocks of duck, crows & rice 
birds were flying about in all directions – Aunt & Miss H. [Hubbard] are expecting to accompany 
me to Forsythe [Georgia].  They will probably remain there about one month.  Aunt expects to be 
in Ipswich [Massachusetts] next summer.  We expect to go by steam boat to Augusta [Georgia], 
from thence by stage to Milledgeville [Georgia], then to Macon [Georgia].  Forsythe [Georgia] is 
24 miles beyond Macon [Georgia].  I do not know what my school is to be yet.  There are two 
departments male & female.  Mr. Parsons the principal has a general superintendence of the 
female department though I suppose they are principally committed to me.  You may direct your 
letters to Forsythe, Monroe Co. Ga. [Georgia]  The accent of Forsythe is on the last syllable.  The 
th has the aspirate sound.  I expect to remain there a year.  My dear father have you though that 
you have not written me one word since I left home, though I doubt not I have your best wishes & 
parental regard but will you write me one letter this winter.  I suppose you are not so pressed with 
business as in summer.  I wish you wd. [would] describe to me the state of the church & society in 
Colebrook [Connecticut], also the Sab. [Sabbath] school.  Brother Daniel will you write me a 
minute description of our house?  Abigail, will you write me about the school & our friends.  Give 
my love to our cousins, aunts & uncles.  Aunt received a letter containing the news of Aunt 



Pettibone’s death last Sat. the day I arrived here.  We sympathize with them & hope they will be 
comforted.  
From your affectionate, 
Mary [Mary Grant] 
[along the center of the letter is a greeting from Aunt Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] “I love you all, 
Zilpah Grant” 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed from] Poplartown Md. [Maryland] 
   Oct. 29.  
[Addressed to]  Mr. Elijah Grant 
   Colebook 
   Conn. [Connecticut] 

Poplartown, Oct. 24, 1838.  
Dear Father,  
 I write to you now not so much because I have any thing to communicate in respect to 
myself as because I wish to make one more attempt to enlist your feelings with my own; and 
persuade you if possible that it is best for brother John to come here and spend the winter with 
me.  You know that when I was at home I felt desirous that he should accompany me when I 
return but as you did not seem to think it best I concluded for the present to drop the subject.  But 
as from time to time it has since recurred to my thoughts, the subject has lost none of the 
desirableness with which it at first presented itself to my mind.  Indeed its importance has 
appeared to me so much greater than it did when I left home that I have at last concluded to write 
to you about it.  I believe I understand well the ground of your fears in respect to the proposals I 
made in respect to John last summer, and though they are doubtless all of them well founded, yet 
I will briefly state some reasons why I do not think they are entitled to the <weight> influence they 
probably have on your mind; Your views in respect to the importance of his obtaining a Collegiate 
education are probably much the same as mine, though it may be it appears to me more 
desirable than to you.  If however any very serious objection could be brought against it I believe I 
could without difficulty, give up the idea.  But this I do not believe can be done.  I have had some 
experience in the matter, and I can truly say that nothing that has already passed or that I can 
perceive in my future prospects leads me to regret at all the course I have taken.  My life will 
probably be like that of other people a life of toil and anxiety but for that I was made, and from 
that I should not have escaped by remaining in any other situation in life.  When I went to College 
[Yale University] it was my intention though perhaps I did not at that time express it to amply 
repay you for the expense and self denial I knew I was bringing upon you; by giving to some of 
the family a like privilege.  Now I feel as if an opportunity was afforded me by taking John under 
my care, to do it.  I wish him to commence his studies now, and with me, for several reasons 
some of which I will mention.  1st.  It is time he was commencing his studies.  If he should not 
commence till <for> two or three years after this I should not feel as if it was best for him to 
commence at all.  I feel as it would be best by all means for him to teach school for two or three 
years after graduating from College [Yale University] and it is not very pleasant for a man who 
feels as if he was old enough to be employed in some profession, and settled down for life, to 
endure such a delay after leaving College.  This I know from the declarations of some of my 
classmates, who are in that situation.  Besides I can think of no reason that can make it really 
desirable for John to delay preparations for College any longer.  He is of sufficient age and if I 
mistake not is quite well advanced in common branches of study.  
 2nd He can never pursue his studies at less expense than here with me, unless indeed 
he were to study at home which would not be best when he first commences. He can travel from 
Colebrook [Connecticut] here for $7 probably or at most for $10.  When here all his expenses will 
be $2 a week as I can furnish him with all the books he needs. This is the cheapest place to live 
that I ever knew.  A person has but little opportunity to spend money foolishly.  If John should 
endeavor to get instruction at any other place he will have bills for tuition, room rent, fuel, lights, 
books &c none of which he will have here, and which though at first sight they do not appear 
large, I know from experience make a very important item in the expenses of an individual.  



 But 3dly, I wish him to come here because I think I can give him as good instruction as he 
can get any where, and better than he will be at all likely to get.  Few persons with whom I ever 
had acquaintance have struggled against so many difficulties in a preparation for College as I did, 
and there are but few that better understand the difficulties with which a beginner finds his way 
beset.  Perhaps you may think me egotistical in saying this but the occasion seems <to me> to 
call for it.   
 4thly, I wish John to come here because I want his company.  This I own as a rather 
selfish reason and perhaps you may not deem it worthy of much weight nor indeed do I, but you 
doubtless know that it would be very pleasant for <us> me here so far from home to have some 
intercourse with a person from my own country and especially from my own family.  However you 
may regard this reason in whatever light you please.  Suffice it to say I will cheerfully pay his 
board here, and his passage home next May if we should both live till that time.  Then I think he 
will be able to pursue his studies by himself with profit and pleasure.  I think it is as good a way 
for him to spend the winter as he can find, and if hereafter he should be obliged for any reason to 
give up the idea of going to College I do not think it will do him any injury.  
 I have thus stated to you to some extent my feelings on the subject though I have failed 
entirely of exhibiting them as they appear to my own mind.  You remarked when I was at home 
that you thought I ought to be clear of debt before I was at any expense on John’s account.  For 
your encouragement in this particular I will remark that if my health is continued till the 1st of 
January, I shall be able to pay all of my debts except about $25, allowing for all my expense and 
for six weeks board for John provided he should arrive here so soon, as to require that amount of 
board before the 1st of January.  So you see that the objection if it ever was a serious one is 
reduced to mere trifle now.  I hope therefore you will not hesitate, but send John off as soon as 
possible after the receipt of this letter.  He will however be dependant on you for the means of 
getting at least as far as New-York, which will probably be $1 to Hartford, $3 from Hartford to 
New-York, then it may be he will need $2 or $3 <dol> to pay his expenses in New-York before he 
finds a vessel, which is coming here, though it is most likely he will find one there at almost any 
time.  If you will let him have $10 he will be safe against any want of money or if he should be in 
want I can pay his passage from N.York [New York] here as the owners of all the vessels which 
sail from here to New York (6 or 8 in number) live in Berlin [Maryland].  
 

Poplartown Oct. 29, 1838 
Dear Brother John;  
 I have written to Father on another part of this sheet hoping to get his consent to have 
you come and spend the winter with me. Perhaps he will not think it best if so you will I hope 
acquiesce in his decision, and stay contentedly in Conn. [Connecticut] faithfully observing the 
advise I gave you before I came from home in respect to your studies.  If however as I earnestly 
hope, he should be willing to send you please make ready as soon as may be and come on.  You 
should start in three days if possible after you receive this letter (probably Sunday <Oct> Nov. 5.) 
but if that is not convenient you will endeavor to get ready to start in a fortnight from that time 
(which will be Monday Nov. 20).  The reason of this is that after the first of December the vessels 
begin to stop running if they can close their business as early as that, and by the 1st of January 
they are all laid up for the  winter.  The bay which leads from the ocean to this place is generally 
frozen by the 1st of Jan. so as to prevent the passage of vessels.  I think however all the vessels 
will continue to run till the 1st of Dec. and I know the greater part of them will for.  I have 
conversed with the owners about it, so that if you start by the 20th of Nov. you will have no 
difficulty in obtaining a passage.  You will perhaps be sea sick but never mind that, it will do you 
good, you will perhaps see great waves and cold weather, but you need not fear the one and your 
cloak and a warm fire in the cabin will defend you against the other.  I must give you some 
directions how to manage when you get to New-York.  You will probably land there in the morning 
perhaps before the stores are opened.  If so you must wait till they are open or you may spend 
the time in finding Water St. which is not very far from the Steam Boat landing.  Having done this 
as soon as the stores are open you must go to the store of S.R. Paynter No. 52. Water St. (do not 
forget the name or the number) where you can ascertain whether there are any ships from the 
region of Berlin Worcester Co. Md. [Maryland] If there should be any in the harbor you must 
ascertain where they are and immediately go to them take your lodgings on board and make 



yourself at home till they reach this place.  If there are no ships in the harbor from this region you 
must go to No. 30. Beekman St. where a boarding house is kept by a pious lady where you can 
obtain lodgings for 50 cents a day and there you must take your meals and lodge till a vessel 
arrives which will not be more than two or three days.  When you have found a vessel at New-
York you must drop a note in the post office letting me know it, and stating the name of the ship.  
Perhaps you will do well to stop at the first book store you find in New York and buy a map of the 
city.  Your baggage you must get carried from  the steam boat to the steam boat office for which 
you will perhaps have to pay 18 3/4 cents though it is not ten rods, or perhaps it will be as well for 
you to get some carman to carry you directly to S.R. Paynters No. 52. Water St. where you can 
leave your baggage till you have it removed to the vessel.  You must ask the carman before you 
leave the boat what he will charge, as otherwise you will be exposed to shameful imposition. 37 
1/2 cents will <not> be sufficient for yourself and trunk.  When you arrive here you will inquire for 
Mrs. Collins house where you will consider yourself at home.  
 Your clothes I shall leave to the judgment of mother to arrange.  One of the old cloaks 
<we> you have about the house will answer your turn here.  
 I might say more, but I think this will be sufficient.  I am well and prosperous.  I keep 
school in the old building and shall continue to do so till Jan. Give my love to all.  I must now 
close for I am much fatigued.  If you do not come, please send me a letter the day after you 
receive this.  

 Your Brother,  
Joel Grant. 

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

  
[Addressed to]     Mr. Elijah Grant 
 
      Millbrook 
      Litchfield Co. 
      Con. [Connecticut] 
Paid 
No. 6. 
      Boston, March 29, 1839. 
My dear Parents, 
 Mr. Burgess wrote you in Amherst [Massachusetts], & sent by Mr. Cowles.  We left 
Amherst the next day, & rode nearly all the following night, & arrived in Grafton [Massachusetts] 
Fri. noon.  The next Tues. Mr. B. [Ebenezer Burgess] was ordained.  The exercises were highly 
interesting, & well attended.  I was pleased with our visit in Grafton, the people are hardy, 
sensible, & inhabit the eastern part of the Green Mt. range.  Mt. Ashutney was in sight & only a 
few miles from us.  The people are now engaged in making maple sugar.  It was a good season, 
& sufficient is generally made for their own use.  We visited Mr. B. [Burgess]’s four uncles, & 
called on a good many cousins & acquaintances, found them interested & kind, indeed  I was 
much more gratified with my acquaintance there than I anticipated, & think I should have 
regretted it, had I not gone  We stayed in Grafton one week, & came to Lowell [Massachusetts] 
last Sat. where we stopped at Rev. Mr. Burnap’s an old teacher of Mr. Burgess’s.  We spent the 
Sabbath in Lowell.  Mr. Burgess preached half a day in each orthodox Congregational ch. 
[church]  Lowell has now a population of about 19,000.  About 1,000 persons usually attend at the 
<ortho> congregational chhs, [churches] & they are now forming a third congregational ch. 
[church]  It is a city & is quite an interesting place.  In the town about 6/7 of the inhabitants are 
females, & about the same proportion in Mr. Burnap’s ch. [church] about 600 females, & less than 
100 males.  We came to Boston Monday last, and are now almost ready to embark.  My health 
has been very good, & my acquaintances say that I am looking very healthy for me.  I get tired 
days, but sleep, & rise refreshed & well.  We are staying at Mr. Stichney’s. 
 
 
      Ipswich, April 9, 1839. 
My dear Brother, & Sister, 



 On Saturday March 30, the missionaries Rev. Messrs. Burgess, French & [Hume] & their 
wives with Miss Cynthia Gannan, came from Boston to Salem [Massachusetts].  On Sat. eve. 
private instructions were given them at the house of Rev. Mr. Worcester, by the Rev. Messrs. 
Anderson & Armstrong.  Judge Darling of Henniker, N.H. the father of Mrs. Ballantine of the 
[Nahvalta?] Mission was admitted, & such relatives of the missionaries as were in Salem.  Judge 
Darling remarked, that his love for his daughter had increased every year since her absen<t>ce, 
but he did not wish to see her in this country; he wished to have her a devoted missionary.  Mr. 
Anderson very familiarly told the missionaries what was due from them to the Capt. <&> mates, 
helmsman & sailors on board the vessel, what would be due to the English Consul on their arrival 
at Bombay &c., & exhorted them to render unto Cesar the things which are Cesar’s.  He gave 
them good counsel also, in reference to their deportment towards each other. 
 On Sabbath evening, Mr Anderson as the organ of the Board [American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions], gave the missionaries their public instructions in the 
Tabernacle church, the house in which Dr. Worcester formerly preached.  Mr. Worcester gave the 
address.  The missionaries occupied the same place in the church, that was occupied by the first 
missionaries sent out by the Am. Board, & the first sent from North America 27 years ago.  They 
were, as you know, Messrs. Hall, Nott, Newell, Judson, Rice & their wives.  The church is very 
large, & it was crowded to overflowing.  The number present estimated from 2000 to 2500.  On 
Monday morning the<y> mission company had their state rooms, 6 ft by 5, assigned them, & they 
made up their berths with their own bedding, & arranged their trunks &c. so that the rooms were 
in readiness to be visited at ½ past 10.  Multitudes went to [...] the rooms.  At ¼ before 12, Mr. 
Burgess from the highest part of the ship addressed the crowd on deck & on the wharf, estimated 
at from 2500 to 4000, (probably not far from the highest number.)  He said they were going to 
make known the gospel to those who were without it, that this same gospel was no less important 
to us than to them.  He hoped those around them would not think some strange thing had 
happened [there].  They were only obeying that gospel which they themselves (the missionaries) 
had received.  He exhorted all to see to it, that they (the heathens) became personally interested 
in the same salvation.  The day was one of the finest of April days, the weather comfortable, the 
sky & air clear & the wind westerly.  After singing & a prayer lead by Mr. Armstrong, persons were 
requested to leave the deck, & friends to take leave of the missionaries, & in a few minutes the 
activity of the sailors spread the sails & put all things in readiness, & the vessel was in motion.  I 
lingered & watched her proud & easy movement until the hull & half the height of her masts were 
out of sight.  May he who rules the ocean keep them in the hollow of his hand, waft them to their 
destined port, bless them & make them rich blessing to the heathen, by employing them as the 
agents of Christ, in turning many from Satan unto God. – What a blessed privllege it would be to 
give up Phelps to so glorious a work.  May all yours & all mine, & their descendenants to the end 
of time, give their own selves to the Lord, & be co-workers with Christ in advancing his kingdom. 
Capt. Ward of the brig Waverly is an excellent, pious man, a member of the Baptist church.  He 
has already carried out several missionary companies.  In 110 or 120 days he hopes to reach 
Bombay.  His wife thinks she shall visit these missionaries, within a few years. 
 From Sat. 5 o’clock P. M. I was at the same house with Mary [Mary Grant Burgess] until 
her departure.  She was cheerful, solemn & happy & so appeared to [love?] all the company. 
      Ever your friend & sister, Z.P. Grant 
      [Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] 
 
My dear Brother, Your letter was most precious to me.  That I have such a friend in you, affords 
me great consolation.  I suppose that Christian parents are often blessed, when they, in faith, 
educate their children, & that <generally> if they can they shd [should] educate them [for?] faith, 
even when the children are not pious.  I know not what the Lord would have you do with your son 
John, but I trust that he will make known to you his will in this matter.  You cannot safely lean 
much upon your children, in such a way as to depend on them in future.  But if you do all you can 
to fit them to glorify God, & give them up to him, he will be better to you than sons or daughters.  
The course of obedience to God, is the only happy, as it is the only safe course.  We must not 
desist from commencing a good work for fear, that we shall be unable to carry it through.  David 
did well to commence what he could not finish.  Every good work is commenced in the mind of 
some deviser.  I mean when commenced & carried on understandingly.  May Heaven guide & 



bless you. – Mary [Mary Grant Burgess] handed me $50. in return for my loan.  I do not want the 
funds from Mr. Bass’s estate forwarded to me 
 My connexion with Ips. Fem. Sem [Ipswich Female Seminary] closes on Tues. the 10th.  I 
have no doubt, that it is my duty to give up all care of a school for some time to come.  By quiet, & 
much exercise in the open air, together with the blessing of Heaven, I may again have 
comfortable health, & enjoy the luxury of laboring for others.  But to obey the will of God seems to 
me more desirable than any thing else.  In my abundant cares in closing business, my poor body 
suffers, but my spirit is wonderfully sustained  Teachers & pupils are as kind & faithful as 
possible, & so are all with whom I have to do.  The Lord deals with me in great mercy. – I do not 
expect to visit Colebrook [Connecticut] for some time to come.  Whether I shall be moving about 
in [a hass?] next summer, & be stationary I do not know.  My health will be my object.  Miss 
Elizabeth [Heaton?] expects to go where I go, to stay where I stay.  She can write such business 
letters as I must have written, & <perform for> gives me the sisterly attentions I need. – The 
future in this world is a blank, but I doubt not, the Lord will provide – I hope you will write me 
again before long.  Direct to Ipswich [Massachusetts]; This will be my head quarters for six weeks 
to come.  After that, I shall keep the P. M. [Post Master] here advised of my movements.  I send 
you an Essex Register. 
 Much love to all your children. 
      Your ever affectionate sister, 
      Z.P. Grant.  
I should have written last week if I had been able.  I write in great haste now. 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]     Dea. Elijah Grant 
      Millbrook 
      Ct. [Connecticut] 
[Note in area of letter near above address]  From Mrs. Mary Burgess written as they 
were starting on <the...> to their Mission field – Apr. 1839. 
 
     Salem Harbor ½ mile from wharf. [Massachusetts]  

April 1. 1839. 
My dear Parents, 
 I commenced a sheet to you, but found only time to write one page which through 
mistake, I left on shore.  I will write now what I can before the pilot goes back.  I have written to 
sister E. [Elizabeth Grant Burton] but to none of the other brothers.  We had a very pleasant visit 
in Vt. [Vermont]  Friends there were kind, & many much interested in the cause of missions.  We 
spent one week there.  I found more intelligence & piety then I anticipated.  Considering the 
season, we endured the whole tour very well.  The ordination exercises were very interesting 
indeed.  The consecrating prayer by the Rev. Mr. Bradford pastor in Grafton [Massachusetts] was 
admirable.  We came to Lowell [Massachusetts] & spent the second Sab. [Sabbath]  Lowell now 
has a pop. of 19,000, 6/7 females.  In the <Pres.> Con. [Congregational] churches, two in number 
are about 1000 females, & less than 200 males.  We came to Boston one week ago today, & 
remained there getting ready till Sat. P.M. when we came to Salem.  Fri. P.M. we had a miss. 
[missionary] visit at Mr. Hill’s in Roxbury [Massachusetts].  Our friends have all been kind, very 
kind, & we procured all we needed, & have about every thing we wish.  Our conveniences are as 
good as we can have on board a ship of this sort, & are really comfortable.  Our state rooms are 
about six feet by five.  Mr. B. [Ebenezer Burgess] cannot stand arect.  Our Capt. has an excellent 
reputation in Salem.  We have only 13 including the Capt. two mates & the steward, besides the 
miss [missionary] company.  They are seven in number, Mr. French Mr. Hume & their wives, & 
Miss [Cynthia] Farrar.  We received our private instructions Sat. eve. our public last eve, & an 
immense crowd assembled to see us off.  I hope a salutary impression will be left.  The Lord 
grant it.  In answer to the many prayers which have ascended for us, God has, & will bless us. - -  
We shall think of you daily  Try all of you at home, to be kind one to another, all the children 
speak pleasantly, all try to do what will please God. 
      Mary [Grant] Burgess 
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[From typescript] 
[Note at top of first page of typescript] Original not in file 
      Brig Waverly, April 10, 1839 
      Lat. 36% N. Lon. 54% W. 
Loved and honored Parents, 
This is the first time I have taken my pen since I addressed you a few lines immediately after 
embarking.  I intend in writing to you to mention incidents as they occur somewhat in a diary form.  
I think I shall always consider it a great privilege as well as a duty, to write you every opportunity. 
The day we left Salem, April 1, many sails were in sight, & Cape Ann was to be seen the whole 
day, though as the sun was setting it was in appearance a small cloud, less than a man’s hand.  I 
supposed this was the last glimpse of our native land, yet I could not sufficiently recognize that for 
my country, to be affected with sorrow in taking a farewell view. —  Immediately after completing 
my letter to you, I went to my stateroom & there arranged things for sea sickness.  Mr. Burgess 
began to be sick directly, but remained on deck the whole P.M.  I remained below something 
more than an hour, & then went on deck, found all the passengers there & all a little sick, none so 
much so as Mr. B. [Burgess]  The sea was comparatively smooth.  Tues. & Wednes., the two 
following days, the sea was rough, the passengers were all sick, & scarcely left their berths.  Sea 
sickness makes persons almost perfectly helpless.  One loses all curiosity, & all desire.  The 
effort of speaking, or of even raising the hand, seems an almost insurmountable task.  Something 
must be accessible into which to vomit, & a glass of water for the purpose of washing the mouth, 
if possible to go through this herculean work.  I have read this description to Mr. B. [Burgess] he 
says it is hyperbolical, but I think it my own experience, & I surely thought it to be his.  An 
accompaniment of sea sickness, which is very disagreeable, is an exceedingly bad taste of the 
mouth.  We slept considerable during both day & night, took no nourishment, but a little water 
gruel, ocassionally tasted of an orange or lemon, with which our friends had bountifully supplied 
us. 
Thurs. morn.  The motion of the vessel was less, the sun, through one sky light shone pleasantly, 
& we all felt better.  Mr. B. [Burgess] hastened on deck.  I rose & washed my whole system in salt 
water (a practice I have since continued, & probably shall to the end of my voyage) & went on 
deck.  From that date I have been most of the time entirely free from sickness.  Thurs. noon I took 
dinner at table with Capt Ward, Mr. & Mrs. French, Mr. & Mrs. Hume.  This was the first time we 
had been to the table.  Mr. B. [Burgess] & Miss F [Cynthia Farrar] were not able to be present & 
they are still on the sick list.  Fri. & Sat. we had some social reading. 
Thurs. P.M. April 11.  A favorable breeze is wafting us along, & the day is beautiful.  The sea is 
less rough, so we are on deck more & suffer less from s. [sea] sickness.  I will go back to last 
Sab. [Sabbath]  It was warm, & mild.  Mr. B. [Burgess] had his mattress spread on deck, & I read 
to him most of the A.M.  I read some from the Bible, & several tracts.  About 3 o’clock, P.M. a little 
meeting was held in the cabin, opened by singing.  Mr. F. [French] led in prayer, Mr. H. [Hume] 
read a sermon by Chalmers, a little time was spent in conversation, & the pleasant meeting was 
closed by prayer, led by Mr. Hume.  Capt. Ward was present.  He is a member of the Bap. chh. 
[Baptist church] in Salem.  He is willing that all suitable measures should be taken to benefit the 
crew.  The number of persons on board is 20.  Missionaries, 7. Capt. & two mates, steward & 
cook, & eight sailors.  The steward & cook are colored men.  We have far more to do with the 
steward than any one else excepting the Capt.  The steward is good natured, active & kind, & 
rather neat.  None of the crew are pious.  The sailors were all strangers to the Capt., but he thinks 
them a very docile, respectable set.  Six of them are from Salem or its vicinity, & the others are 
foreigners, English I believe.  They spent considerable time in reading last Sab. [Sabbath] & 
almost entirely religious books.  We hope this may be a voyage they will love to remember in 
eternity – Mon. Tues. & Wednes. (the past three days) have been very rough, the rocking & 
tossing of the vessel have made us all dizzy, & about ½ of our company sick.  However we have 
had social reading on deck, each day.  We have in this way read John’s first Epistle, & about 50 
pages in Malcom’s tour to India.  All our company sing, though Mr. F. [French] sings but very little.  
Mr. B. [Burgess] is very fond of it, & sings well, & much.  I am glad of it. 



April 14.  Second Sabbath at sea.  There seemed a stillness & sacredness even on board ship, 
as if holy time was recognized.  Nothing is required to be done, that is not necessary.  To day 
seems like a Sab. [Sabbath] at home when there is severe sickness in the family.  None of our 
company are able to be up much, except Mr. & Mrs. French & myself, therefore we have no 
sermon read.  Mr. B. [Burgess] has his mattress on deck.  I sit by him, & read much of the time.  
The sailors sent back the tracts Mrs. Hume sent them last Sab., [Sabbath] saying they were much 
obliged for them, & liked them.  The Capt. said they considered that a polite way of asking for 
more.  I sent them about a dozen, most of them stories such as Conversion of Mrs. Eleanor 
Emerson, Col. Gardiner, Bob, the cabin boy, etc.  We have evidence that they were read.  They 
are not well supplied with Bibles.  We regret we had not procured some cheap Bibles & 
Testaments to give them. 
April 15th Lat. 28% Long. 40%.  For several days the wind has been almost ahead (S.E.) & we 
have been compelled to go farther S. than is desirable.  This morning the ship tacked, & our 
direction is now N of E.  This change brings our state room on the windward side & in 
consequence our side of the ship is several feet higher than the leeward.  It is not quite as easy 
keeping our place in our berths.  Had some cheerful, pleasant conversation with our company, 
read an hour in the Ladies Wreath & heard Mr. French read in Malcom’s tour.  I feel almost 
impatient for Mr. Burgess’s recovery.  He does not relish his food, is feeble, & exceedingly averse 
to exertion.  He hardly walks at all. 
April 16.  As this day terminates the existence of Ips. Fem. Sem. [Ipswich Female Seminary] I 
have thought much of them, & my emotions are indescribable.  For years, associations, tender & 
strong, have been clustering round that institution, & what a day there, this must be.  I would 
praise the Lord for his blessing upon those who have assembled there to receive instruction for 
his loving kindness & tender mercy to the teachers, & for that providence which permitted me to 
enjoy its privileges.  May Aunt [Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] be comforted & sustained, & I doubt 
not she will be.   
While writing the above in the cabin, I was apprised by the tone of voice on deck, that something 
out of the common course had occurred.  I found the second mate had brought a dead flying fish, 
which probably flew into the ship the night before.  It was smaller than my idea of them, though 
the Capt. says it is of medium size.  He has seen them twice as large, but often smaller.  It 
measured 13 inches from the extremities of his wings, nine inches in length, & five in girth.  Its 
eyes were large, color on the back & sides silvery grey, under whitish.  We judged it to weigh 1 ½ 
of a pd. [pound]  It has a few small scales, & three small fins.  Its wings were inserted about an 
inch below its head. – Today for the first time, all our company sat at table together.  Mr. French 
had just been reading the temperance tale, “I am afraid there is a God,” which furnished a topic 
for conversation.  Those now, who are able to write, spend a little time each day in writing.  We 
may meet, the Capt. informed us, a returning ship within a few days.  This is uncertain.  After tea, 
we sung on deck some of the old tunes, Greenwich, Morality, Exhortation & several others.  The 
Capt. joined us a little.  He says he regrets every day that he did not take his wife & daughter with 
him.  His daughter is an only child, aged about 20.  We saw them in Salem. 
April 17.  Lat. 30% N. Lon. 44% W.  Favored with a fresh breeze & a beautiful day.  We spent an 
hour & a half, reading Murathee, with Miss [Cynthia] Farrar for our pundit.  All were present, 
except Mr. B. [Burgess], & I think he is better today.  We commenced reading Luke’s gospel.  
They read Mark & Henry & his Bearer, while with Mr. Read.  We intend to have a lesson each day 
in Murathee.  Mr. Hume read aloud in Mr. Malcom.  Sung in the odeum after tea, & then had 
some pleasant conversation in the round house on deck.  The Capt. was communicative, as we 
ever find him, when disposed to converse.  He spends considerable time each day reading.  His 
age is about 45, has been to sea 25 years. 
April 18.  Warm & rainy.  Studied Murathee an hour & a half in the A.M.  We have but one lexicon, 
& one grammar, & four copies of Mark, so we take turns in using them in preparing our lessons.  
We study in pairs, & keep the books in use most of the A.M.  At 2 o’clock P.M. we recite in a 
class, with Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] for our teacher.  She is happy to be permitted to go to the 
heathen again.  She suffers every day from ill health & I fear always will.  She is resigned, & is 
able almost constantly to say the will of the Lord be done.  She knows something of the peace of 
a mind stayed on God.  She is one too, who keeps her mouth & tongue.  I have noticed this trait 
from my first acquaintance with her.  I am glad she is with us. 



April 19.  Mr. B. [Burgess] has walked with me on deck today for the first time.  He appears like 
one recovering from severe sickness.  The day is pleasant. 
April 20.  Lat. 31% Lon. 37%.  As the one who preaches will wish his time Sat., & as we all wish 
to have matters arranged preparatory to the Sab. [Sabbath], we this morning decided to have no 
Muratha lesson on Sat.  It is three weeks to day since we came from Boston to Salem.  That eve 
we received our private instructions, given principally by Dr. Anderson & Mr. Armstrong.  Dr. 
Anderson among other things remarked upon the frequent effect of sea sickness upon mind & 
body; of its making one unreasonable, petulant, & 0, he drew a sombre, deary picture.  I cannot 
tell how far his delineation operated as a preventive of such direful effects, yet I can say that three 
weeks, the time he mentioned, has passed, & I have not heard an unpleasant word, & I think 
each of our company could make the same remark.  I am happy, to say Mr. B. [Burgess] 
improves, though slowly; his appetite I think could be called good.  He, with Mr. & Mrs. F. [French] 
& myself sung an hour this P.M.  Today the ship tacked, again; our course since Mon. has been 
N. of E. now it is S. of E.  I looked on to see the seamen change the sails.  The first thing a 
seaman learns, is to obey; it is interesting to notice their perfect obedience.  They evidently strive 
to excel in promptness & seem to do their best.  Some of their work is very hard, & as yet they 
are constantly occupied.  They will have more time for rest & improvement after a few weeks. 
April 22,  Lat. 28%55”.  Lon. 37%50”.  We are now in the N.E. trade wind, & shall now pass on in 
a S.E. direction to the equator.  We have just finished our recitation in Murathee.  Yesterday we 
had public worship for the first time on board.  This is the third time Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] has 
crossed the wide ocean & never before had she beheld such a scene.  An awning was raised aft 
of the main mast.  The colored table spread was tied round the capstan, for the desk, three 
settees were arranged, one before, & one on each side of the capstan, these accommodated 11, 
the others occupied chairs, forming something more than a semicircle round the speaker.  At two, 
P.M. all except the man at the helm seated themselves.  They were in a cleanly clad manner, 
though in sailor style; no one appeared in a white shirt, some of them wore red flannel, without 
coats, some in blue factory cloth shirts.  Some of them showed by their appearance that this was 
a novel scene to them.  It was amusing to observe their countenances.  Timidity, bashfulness, 
wonder, curiosity, pleasure & good will by turns or simultaneously were expressed in their sun 
burnt faces.  In one case as one caught the eye of another, I noticed a suppressed smile.  Mr. 
French officiated.  He read the hymn commencing “There is a fountain filled with blood.”  Some of 
the sailors joined in singing, but in a suppressed tone.  We stood in prayer.  God was with us.  
We sang again; then listened to a good sermon from Mat. 3:18.  All were very attentive.  The 
occasion was one of uncommon interest.  We were forcibly reminded of our distance from the 
assemblies with which we have been accustomed to worship.  I believe all are pleased to have 
religious exercises.  Family worship is regularly attended at eight o’clock each evening.  Half the 
sailors attend each evening alternating. – Last Sat. eve Mrs. H [Hume], Mrs. F. [French] & myself 
had a little season of social prayer.  It was pleasant, & I trust but a foretaste of what we may 
hereafter enjoy. 
April 24.  Lat. 24% 37”.  We have as yet seen but few sails since we left Salem, but yesterday five 
were in sight; some from the W. Indies [West Indies].  In the morning our Capt. hoisted his flag to 
one, but she condescended not to tell us who she was, or to what nation she belonged.  The 
Capt. then hoisted a flag consisting of pieces of cloth denoting the name Waverly.  They raised a 
flag saying they understood, & by that time the vessels were so far apart that they could not 
communicate.  About noon, one appeared which would cross our track, the Capt. learned by 
signals that she was an Eng. [English] ship bound home.  Soon the little boat, with the first mate, 
& four rowers were dispatched with the letters.  A short general letter written by Mr. French was 
sent to the Miss. [Missionaries] rooms.  The mate said the Capt. of the vessel offered him some 
brandy & water; upon his refusing, he asked him if he was from Salem.  This ship was on a return 
voyage from Sierra Leone.  You may hear perhaps from the Herald that the Brig Waverly was 
spoken by the British Tar, London, & were well.  Mr. B. [Burgess], Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] & Mr. 
& Mrs. H [Hume], however, are far from well.  Johnny Hodges occupied the time for social 
reading to day, the fourth temperance tale we have thus read.  Though we are about to cross the 
tropic, the weather is cool & agreeable.  The thermometer now stands at 70% four o’clock P.M.  
One sail a hoy today.   



April 29.  Lat. 14% N.  Lon. 31% W.  I often calculate the difference of time between us, & look off 
towards home & country & think what my friends are doing.  When dining yesterday, I thought of 
you, as engaged in the services of the sanctuary.  Our meals are between ½ past 7 & 8, between 
½ past 12 & 1, & between ½ past five & six.  Crossed the Tropic, Apr. 25.  The thermometer for 
five days past has been from 72% to 75%.  There is a fine breeze of the N.E. trade wind, & the 
sun is often obscured by clouds.  Today the sun is vertical, & will now be N. of us till we get round 
the Cape.  The sailing distance of the vessel from Salem is a little more than 3,000 miles.  We 
had religious services on board yesterday as last Sab.[Sabbath]  Mr. F. [French] again officiated 
as neither of the other gentlemen were able.  It was a pleasant season, though more difficult for 
the speaker to stand or speak, on account of the motion of the ship.   
Tues.  April 30.  Lat. 11% 15”N.  Lon. 29% W.  For two days we have sailed at the rate of 178 
miles a day.  Mr. B. [Burgess] able to study the Murathee lesson.  Last evening we conversed for 
about ½ an hour in that tongue.  Mrs. Hume arranged sentences easily.  All our company are 
disposed to improve themselves.  Mr. F. [French] & Mr. H. [Hume] yesterday commenced classes 
of four sailors each.  They teach them chirography principally though sometimes they read & 
spell. 
May 1.  Lat. 9%  A fine breeze is wafting us pleasantly on our way; this with the flying clouds, so 
diminish the intensity of the heat of the sun, as to render us quite comfortable when in the shade.  
Last evening for the first time I observed the phosphorescent light of which I have read as being 
sometimes seen at sea.  This appearance is accounted for, as caused by minute animals, and is 
not phosphorescense.  It is seen only where the water is in motion, & principally near the ship.  It 
seemed more like numerous lightning bugs, on the water than anything else, to which I can 
compare it.  I stand & gaze & admire.  Thus something, almost daily, occurs to furnish a little 
variety.  For a few days, flying fish have been very often seen, both singly & in schools.  They fly 
but a few rods at a time & resemble a flock of grey birds.  Dolphins, & many other large fish 
pursue, & pray upon them. – I often feel, that I shall never have so favorable a time for cultivating 
personal piety, or for reading, as the present.  So teach us to number our days, as to apply our 
hearts unto wisdom.  I must not omit to mention, that Capt. W. [Ward] has had a convenient 
bathing tub fitted for the ladies, & another for the gentlemen.  We use ours in rotation, & as Miss 
F. [Cynthia Farrar] does not choose to take a bath at present, every third morning, I have the 
luxury of bathing.  We value it highly, as conducive to health & comfort. 
May 6.  Lat. 1% 23” S. Lon. 26% 14” W.  Ther. 81%  Yesterday P.M. we crossed the equator.  It 
was the Sab. [Sabbath]  Mr. Hume preached.  There was a fine breeze all day, & though the 
thermometer stood at 82, (I always give the thermometer in the shade) it was very comfortable 
under the awning.  Sat. evening an arched squall (as they term it, occurred.  A cloud in the form 
of a perfect arch, covered the whole eastern horizon.  Soon the wind blew, & though not properly 
a gale, it approached nearer one than any thing before on our voyage.  The wind was so steady 
upon one side, that the vessel did not rock much, but was constantly turned down upon the 
leeward side. 
Last Fri. the Capt. caught two fish, called bonetta.  They were of very rich, brilliant color & 
weighed four or five pds. [pounds] each.  They were caught with an instrument called grains, 
which has three prongs, & a handle longer than a hoe.  They made us two meals, which were 
relished by all.  Two little flying fish had before been cooked, & were nice.  When we left Salem, 
there were of live stock on board as follows, 120 fowls, 10 pigs, & a goat.  The goat was procured 
at St. Helena, on the Capt.’s last returning voyage.  It had a high reputation for yielding a large 
quantity of milk, but it furnished us with none, & as a consequence forfeited its life.  Nearly every 
Sat. our ears are saluted with the dying shrieks of one of the pigs.  The whole crew have a fresh 
meat dinner on the Sab. [Sabbath]  It is common for sailors to have a better dinner on the Sab. 
[Sabbath] than on other days.  For the supply of our table the number of our chickens is 
diminished four or five each week.  The crowing of the cock, & the noise of the hens, is pleasant, 
sometimes & almost leads me to feel that I am on terra firma. 
Our food is good, things are, in general, well prepared, with the exception, that they are 
sometimes too rich.  Our dinners are regular.  On the Sab. [Sabbath] & Wednes. fresh meat, & 
sometimes on Mon. Tues. & Fri. baked beans, Sat. salt fish, & Thurs. minced meat, also a 
pudding each day.  We have puddings of rice, bread, flour, Indian meal, & sago.  The sea bread 
is of good quality, & so are the coffee & tea, the butter, cheese & pickles, & the potatoes as good 



as could be expected for the season.  I take a cup of weak coffee with my breakfast, & one of 
weak tea with my supper, & though most of the water is palatable, I aim to need as little as 
possible.  I have often wished you could know just how we are situated.   
May 8.  This P.M. Mrs. Hume & I have been making some dried apple pies.  It was a relief to do it 
for exercise.  We walk the deck back & forth for exercise every day, some of us jump the rope 
and practice calisthenics for the same purpose.  Mr. B. [Burgess] has led our evening devotions 
twice since I last wrote.  He went through the process of getting the longitude from the sun’s & 
altitude today. 
May 10.  Lat. 7% 57”S.  Lon. 31% 40”W.  Ther. 82%.  Birds are now often seen flying at a little 
distance.  We are near the Brazil Coast & every day brings us nearer.  If the wind would permit, 
our course would be S.E. instead of W. of S. 
May 14.  Lat. 9% 40”S.  32% 50”W.  Last Sat. about sunset an uncommon pitching of the vessel 
took place, wh. [which] the Capt. knew not how to account for as high winds are hardly known in 
this latitude; but he was sure that there was a blow somewhere in the vicinity, & he felt that it 
might reach us.  The sky was clear, the pitching continued & about midnight all the hands were 
called on deck.  They reefed the sails, the rain fell, the wind blew strong.  The ship tossed, & 
sleep almost forsook us.  Mr. & Mrs. Hume are our nearest neighbors, they complained of being 
drenched by the rain which leaked thro. [through] the deck.  We did not feel in danger.  Storms 
will probably be severe as we pass around the cape.  The next day, Sab. [Sabbath] no preaching 
– all of us dizzy, & some quite sick.  Towards night the sea became more calm.  — —  Yesterday 
the windsail was put up.  It is five or six yards long of a cylindrical shape, & is made of two 
breadths of Russia duck cloth.  For a yard at the top, it is not sewed together, but is straight.  It 
lets down a stream of fresh air; our state rooms, the cabin, & indeed all between decks are 
benefited by it. 
May 15.  An interesting female social prayer meeting in my state room.  Miss G. met with us for 
the first time.  We value having her with us.  —  We have made us some little blank books for 
translating common phrases into Murathee.  My task in this department is three sentences a day.  
I write them in Eng. [English] on one page, & in Murathee on the other.  We make some progress, 
though we often feel vigorous for reading & writing letters, when we do not relish Mahratta.  (I 
suppose in writing letters, I had better spell Mahratta as this is the usual way in Eng., though I find 
it Murathee in the books from India, & I often write it that way before I think).  We were so far west 
as to fear we should not see any vessels, but to day a sail aho, caught our attention.  Our flag 
was immediately raised, & so was hers.  It proved to be a whaler, out 10 months from N. Bedford.  
Capt. Maxwell.  They were more desirous to have communication with our ship, than we with 
theirs; & they sent one of their boats manned with six men to us.  They wished to learn respecting 
the war of the U.S.  Capt. W. gave them a file of papers & they gave him some Liverpool papers 
of March.  They also brought us a half bushel of [potatoes] oranges, & the Capt. gave them a half 
a barrel of potatoes.  We hastened to seal our letters, our company of seven sent off 23.  I sent 
three, one to Mrs. Stickney, one to Mrs. Willard Holmes, & one to Elizabeth Rockwell.  The Capt. 
& crew sent as many more, I presume. 
May 17.  Lat. 7% S.  Almost becalmed – the sea nearly as smooth as glass & the weather very 
warm.  We are near the shoals of Brazil.  They sounded last night and found the depth of the 
water 25 fathoms.  They find bottom today.  fish of various kinds are sporting in the water.  They 
have been trying to catch some, & I suppose they have put out for bait some two pounds of pork, 
which the fish have taken without being caught.  A shark too, made its appearance a few rods 
from the ship, it appeared to be of brown color, its only fin of consequence is on its back, it 
resembled a horn as seen from the ship.  The ship’s progress the last 24 hours, only 40 miles.   
May 18.  Mr. B. [Burgess] continues to gain strength, & has a good appetite.  If the sea should be 
rough, however, he would be sick.  He now studies the Mahratta lessons, & reads considerable, 
& to day finishes his third letter, all of them short.  Kindness, good nature & forebearance 
characterize all our company; & the officers & crew seem contented & happy.  —  On Sat. our 
bedding is carried on deck to be aired, & to day our state rooms have been washed; so you will 
perceive our health & comfort are consulted.  Our cup does indeed overflow with blessings. 
May 20.  22%56 S. Lat.  35%30 W. Lon.  Yesterday was the Sab. [Sabbath]  There is not the 
perceptible difference between it & other days as on land; yet there is a quietness & sacredness 
in unison with the day.  We felt rejoiced to have a still pleasant Sab. [Sabbath]  Our Bible lesson 



was instructive.  We occupy in reciting from one & a half, to two hours, & spend more time in 
previously studying it.  Mr. B. [Burgess] conducted the exercises of public worship for the first 
time.  Christ’s interview with Nicodemus, formed the basis of his remarks.  —  Some of the sailors 
read their Bible every day, & I doubt not some of them will be benefitted by the efforts made in 
their behalf.  —  Venus, the moon, numerous stars & the balmy air conspire to render our 
evenings delightful.   
I have been much amused today in seeing Mother Cary’s chickens tipping on the water, then 
soaring generally near the water.  I never see them remain long on the water, hardly a moment at 
a time.  They are about the size of a robin of black, white & chestnut color.  Numerous sperm 
whale birds have been flying around for two days, probably a dead whale or a whale ship is in the 
vicinity. 
May 21.  Lat. 24%30”  Lon. 34%30”.  We crossed the Southern Tropic about six o’clock last eve.  
To day is much cooler, & rain is fast falling.  They catch some for washing.  An Eng. [England] 
brig from Rio Janiero bound to N.Y. [New York] passed us within two rods of our vessel, bound to 
N.Y. [New York]  Capt. W. [Ward] spoke it with his trumpet & told the Capt. he would give him 
some papers if he would stop, but the wind was briskly blowing, & they stopped not.  I have read 
H. Newell two days passed.  I admire her spirit.  Our comforts exceed hers.  I fear our gratitude 
does not.  —  You now have three hours more sunlight than we.  Our sun sets before ½ past five, 
& every day diminishes our sun light. 
May 22.  Not a day passes, but we think of our dear native land, & raise our petitions to our 
common Preserver for the many dear ones we have left behind.  The Lord bless, guide, & keep 
them all in the way of eternal blessedness.  Our country, seen from the point of observation we 
now occupy, assumes a greatness, a glory, an importance, which I cannot express.  Much is 
seen to excite gratitude & hope, but still there is much corruption.  We keep up a little idea of what 
is going on in our native land.  Miss. F. [Cynthia Farrar] says she thinks far more of her home in 
India than in America. 
May 23.  P.M.  A ship has been in sight all day, & all have been busy in getting out letters, hoping 
to send by her, but now we relinquish the hope, as she is too far off. 
May 24.  A little discussion upon dress occurred, & it was decided to read Mr. Judson’s tract on 
that subject, & Mrs. Torrey’s little book, entitled Ornament.  Mr. B. [Burgess] read while the ladies 
sewed. 
May 25.  Lat. 28%S.  Lon. 32%W.  Cool & damp, very heavy dews.  Sat. my first work after 
breakfast, is to put everything in order on my premises, i.e. in my state room, & then see that the 
clothes for the succeeding week are in readiness.  I have just finished that work this morn.  I take 
pleasure in doing it.  Yesterday Mrs. F. [French] & myself made six dried apple pies.  This is the 
fourth time we have made them; twice Mrs. Hume & I, & twice with Mrs. F. [French]  We partake 
of them for tea, & they relish well. 
May 29.  Lat. 35%S.  Lon. 20%W.  Ther. 66% distance from Salem 7,000 miles.  The air 
[however] & all around is damp, yet the day is pleasant.  No fire is kept except for cooking.  Miss 
G. has two soap stones each about the size of a brick.  These, after being heated we apply to our 
feet, & they are really a comfort.  By the way, missionaries ought always to take them.  It is past 
seven when the sun rises here, & it disappears before five.  Six is my time for rising, besides 
attending to my morning work, I get some time for reading my bible before breakfast, wh. [which] 
is about 20 min. before eight.  Last Sab. [Sabbath] the sea was in great commotion, & public 
worship was attended in the cabin, only one watch was present.  Mr. B[Burgess]’s remarks from 
John 3:13, 14 were clear & faithful.  Yesterday & the day before very damp, embracing a variety 
of weather.  Our female prayer meetings which are held three evenings each week, increase in 
interest.  Last eve. the season was precious.   
May 31.  Lat. 37. S.  Lon. 14% W.  Yesterday an albatross flew several times round our vessel, 
favoring us with a full view of the largest of aquatic fowls.  It is brown upon the back, & almost 
white below its wings.  Its flight is rapid, & graceful.  It is remarkable for the length of its wings.  It 
often measures from 9 to 12 ft. from tip to tip, & is about twice the size of a goose.  Its flesh is not 
valued for food, though sailors frequently eat them.  We saw many at a distance sometimes 
sitting in companies on the water, at others soaring aloft.  —  Cape pigeons begin to be 
numerous.  They are spotted, black & white, about the size of pigeons in New Eng. [England]  
They resemble ducks.  One was caught, by getting its wings entangled in some lines thrown out 



for the purpose.  All the fowls we see are webfooted.  Very few can raise themselves to fly from a 
level surface, like the deck, & they all walk clumsily spreading their wings & slapping their webbed 
feet, but they move elegantly in either water or air. 
June 1.  Sat.  Rough & damp.  Wrote & read some in the A.M. after dinner.  I was in severe pain.  
Mrs. Hume very kindly & efficiently nursed me.  She is apt, at almost everything.  June 4 at night 
a gale commenced, but was not very powerful till Sab. [Sabbath] morn.  Then every sail, with one 
exception was entirely furled, & that was reefed, the helm was made fast, & the vessel was in a 
state called lying to.  Everything at such times must be made fast, or be thrown from side to side.  
Passengers keep principally in their state rooms.  Every few minutes a high sea washes over the 
ship, & though our vessel is well built, the water found many entrances at such times.  The wind 
continued strong & violent till Mon. A.M.  Twice I ascended the stairs which lead from the cabin to 
the deck, & there gazed at the mountain waves.  The view was fearful.  Our vessel seemed very 
small, when compared with them, & as a high sea approaches, it is difficult for one not long used 
to such scenes not to feel that it will overwhelm us.  None of us stayed on deck, everything there 
was lashed by strong ropes, & the Capt. feared every high sea, that the deck would be swept 
clear.  To see nothing but bare masts & rigging, was desolate.  None of us attempted at such 
times to do much, & though it was the Sab. [Sabbath] there was little thinking, reading or praying.  
I occupied our upper berth, the lower one was too wet to be occupied.  Mr. B. [Burgess] had his 
mattress on the floor, just outside the door of our state room.  Considerable of my time was spent, 
in covering the things that they might not be injured by the salt water which came in every time a 
wave broke over the deck.  When one cloth was thoroughly wet, I furnished another.  I had rather 
a severe headache, but felt that I had much for which to be grateful.  Mon. my head pained me 
still, but about 11, Mr. B. [Burgess] came & said I must go up & see the birds.  I put on my 
overshoes, cloak & hood, & went on deck:  the wind had subsided, but the sea was still very high, 
& we were obliged to hold ourselves constantly.  Albatrosses, cape pigeons, stormy petrel (alias 
Mother Carey’s chickens) & two other kinds of aquatic fowl were very numerous, & soaring 
around in every direction.  Some were very near the vessel, & they often seated themselves on 
the water & afforded us much amusement, in seeing them ride the mountain waves.  A line with 
pork on it was put out, in the hope of catching them, but though they were attracted by it, & many 
pitched near it, & some took hold, yet they all contrived to release themselves before they could 
be drawn to the vessel.  An albatross was drawn several feet, we thought he was secured, but 
were disappointed when he freed himself, & flew away.  A little before noon some of the sails 
were unfurled, & we were again under way, having been lying to, more than 24 hours. 
June 5 Lat. 35 S.  Lon. 3% W.  The sea is still very high.  Every few minutes a large wave dashes 
over the deck, but the fair wind is driving us rapidly towards our destined port.  Around the cape is 
the region of gales, thunder & lightning, & variable weather.  Our Capt. who has been around 23 
times, says he dislikes this part of the voyage.  I have not felt fear at all.  I am assured of the skill 
& prudence of our Capt. & I have an impression, that some of our company have a work to do in 
India.  I often try to bring myself to view death near, & aim to be ready to welcome it, but have 
never been disposed to feel, that the deep would prove my grave.  —  Today we resumed our 
Mahratta studies, which since Fri. last, we had laid aside.  Time seems almost lost in rough 
weather, as it is more than we can well do, to take care of ourselves & the leaks.  My room is yet 
very damp, & we are anxiously looking for fair weather.  Health we consult, & I enjoy it, in general.  
Gales, & damp, cool weather will tend to make us value, & be grateful for more pleasant 
circumstances. 
June 7.  Lat. 36%S.  Lon. 5% 15” E.  Ther. 55 ½  Last eve a shower accompanied with thunder & 
lightning occurred, & to day the air is pure & delightful.  I have almost continually felt, that 
gratitude should flow forth for this fine day.  Our progress is not so rapid, but the deck is dry, & 
our mattresses & bedding have been aired, our room is dry again, & how agreeable is our 
situation compared with what it has been for five days past.  The sun rise & the sun set were both 
beautiful to day; finished reading the 3d vol. of Brit. India.  Some part of the volumes are rather 
dry, yet the mass of the information was interesting; all except Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] read them, 
& their contents have often been the theme of conversation.  To day for the first time washed a 
few articles off, 5 pints of fresh, hot water only were allowed me, & owing to its being so long in a 
cask, I suppose it will make suds only with difficulty.  Soap, as I rubbed it on the cloth, changed to 
a brick color.  I rinsed in salt water.  I had before supposed they would be sticky, if rinsed in s. 



[salt] water, but the steward said that was only the case with flannels.  Towels, sheets, etc are 
very liable to become iron rusted.  I have been glad that I took such a quantity of old clothing for 
the voyage.  In addition to what I had laid aside when I arrived in Boston.  I found a bundle of 
articles from the Ips. Sem. [Ipswich Female Seminary], & Mr. B. [Burgess] found a similar bundle 
from Andover Theol. Sem. [Andover Theological Seminary], forwarded at the suggestion of Prof. 
Emerson.  Clothes become tender, and very yellow by remaining so long without washing.  It is 
economical to be supplied with old clothing for a long voyage. 
June 9.  Ther. 55%  Sab. [Sabbath] eve. 6 o’clock.  Just about time for the Sab. [Sabbath] school 
in Colebrook.  I think of the churches & Sab. [Sabbath] privileges of my native land.  May they be 
abundantly accompanied by the Spirit.  The weather is so variable, that the Capt. thought it not 
best to have preaching.  This was a disappointment, but it may be for the best.  Our Bible lesson 
was interesting this A.M. & it has been I think a profitable Sab. [Sabbath] to me, & I judge to all 
the miss. [missionary] company.  Mr. Hume conversed with one watch of the seamen, & found 
them all ready to admit the truth, & acknowledge duty, though none seem to feel deeply.  All have 
been still. 
May 10.  Lon. 12% 10 E.  Lat. 36% S.  Ther. 55% to 59%.  I have studied with unusual delight & 
vigor today.  What a great work to learn the languages of nations.  We make some progress.  
Evening brings us all below this cool weather.  We sit around the cabin tables & either write or 
silently read.  The Capt. is one of our number.  Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] spends her evenings in 
her state room, & reads reclining in her berth.  I sometimes sit with her.  She does not need much 
done, but I love to sit converse, & sympathize with her. 
June 12.  Ther. 55%  Damp & uncomfortable, so rough that some are sick, & all are affected.  Mr. 
B. [Burgess] read another of Wiseman’s lectures, while I sewed.  Yesterday for the first time, our 
eyes were feasted with the sight of a whale.  Though he shewed himself finely a number of times, 
I do not know how to describe him.  He was but a few rods from the vessel when first seen, & 
while we were eagerly on the watch to catch further views, he passed to the other side of us.  Its 
color was very dark.  Its skin smooth, & it seemed a huge mass moving undaunted & rapidly 
through the water.  We saw from 25 to forty feet of its length, which was probably 50 or 60 feet.  
The mighty ocean seems a fit residence for him, & his species.  From a large fin on its back, it is 
called fin backed.  It is rarely taken as it is fierce & frequently sinks before it can be secured, & 
yields less oil than other kinds. 
“13.  Ther. 59%  Clear fine air, our bedding on deck for airing.  We passed the Cape of Good 
Hope yesterday & are now in the longitude of Cape Lagullus, 72 days out & are now where Capt. 
W. [Ward] was in his last voyage when 58 days out. 
June 17.  Lon. 26% E.  Lat. 36% S.  Ther. 65%.  Anniversary of the battle of Bunkerhill.  I 
remember how the cannons are fired in Ips. [Ipswich] & other towns in the eastern part of Mass 
[Massachusetts], at the dawn of this morning.  —  The whole animal economy seems animated & 
invigorated by the balmy air around us, & the soul partakes of the delight, how inexpressibly 
delightful would a view of the verdant hills & forests & gardens of home, be for a few hours.  The 
Capt. thinks that while the weather is so unsettled, public worship had better be omitted.  The 
time for our Bible lesson is the only time, which the passengers have the cabin uninterrupted, & it 
was decided to spend the hour in conversation & prayer, & defer the Bible recitation to the round 
house in the P.M.  It was a precious session, & the same arrangement is to continue till the 
weather is more favorable.  Last Fri. night, we were visited by another gale from the West.  It 
continued 15 hrs., the sails were nearly all reefed, yet we were driven over the mountain waves at 
the rate of 8 miles an hour.  Sat. P.M. the ladies went on deck, the waves presented an 
appearance similar to one caused by a high wind after a fall of snow.  At the head of each wave 
as it rose, were innumerable drops of water & much vapor, which looked white & moved as snow 
before the wind from the summit of the drifts.  We dined in our state rooms for the first time. 
June 18.  Yesterday at twelve o’clock, the course of the vessel was turned to the N.E.  Now our 
faces are set towards Bombay, & we anticipate reaching Zanzibar in time to spend 
Independence, July 4.  To day the air is balmy, & delightful.  “Every sense & every heart is joy”  
Though it is winter, to us it seems a spring day.  After dinner yesterday as we were singing, as is 
our practice after dinner, Capt. W. [Ward] called our attention to the fishes which were gamboling 
in the water, astern of us.  It was indeed an amusing sight, to me more so than the whale.  They 
were very large, some of them 30 feet long, with great heads.  They would leap from a large 



wave, first throwing their heads, & as these descended into the water their backs.  We were glad 
to see them, but heartily wished them either to stay longer or soon come again.*  They were a 
species of black fish.  Muratha & writing letters is my principal business this week, & I may add, 
that of all the missionaries. 
June 21.  Lat 31% S.  Lon. 34% E.  We are having a favorable breeze, & fine weather.  Ther. 
68% or 69.  A little before sunset a shoal of porpoises secured our attention.  They passed the 
ship, often leaping entirely out of the water.  The mate tried to harpoon one as they passed the 
bow, once he succeeded, but before they drew it into the ship, it got loose.  —  Every thing is 
pleasant as we could wish in our circumstances.  Bedding was again aired to day.   
June 23.  In our little state room.  Past 9 P.M.  I seem unwilling to retire while you have so much 
Sab. [Sabbath]  I think of you as now in the sanctuary, P.M. service.  That the Sab. [Sabbath] 
privileges of my native land may be blessed & sanctified, is a desire, which rises spontaneously 
as often as I think of you.  My mind first recalls those parts I have visited, or where I have friends, 
& from them extends over the whole country.  The temperature & clearness of the atmosphere, 
with a favorable breeze wafting us four miles an hour, render our outward circumstances 
agreeable, & what is far more desirable, I think God has been with us by his spirit.  This P.M. Mr. 
Hume preached from Rom. [Romans] 3:20.  For by the deeds of the law shall no flesh be justified 
in his sight.  After being bounded in our prospect by sky & water for 83 days, it was pleasant to 
see land this morn, which continued in sight till darkness came.  The land is in Africa, Cape 
Corientes, & the coast for many miles below.  It is principally sand hills, barren & uninhabited.  At 
Inhambane near Cape C. [Corientes] is a Portuguese settlement from which we could perceive 
ascending smoke.  Such an evidence of the presence of our race added interest to the view.  We 
could not but feel for oppressed, degraded Africa.  The Portuguese own the coast from Delagoa 
Bay to Cape Delgado embracing 16% of latitude, & have numerous settlements.  The slave trade 
is carried on more extensively on this coast than in any other part of Africa.  Many vessels leave 
every year laden with slaves, though the traffic is a violation of a treaty between the English & 
Portuguese.  Many are taken to Brazil.  It is for the interest of the owners to treat them well on 
their voyage.  The dealers use fast sailing vessels, & have agents in Africa to collect cargoes, & 
put into port one day, & ship the cargo the same day, at night, to avoid detection.  Eng. [English] 
cruisers are constantly on the coast, but few comparatively are detected.  Our Capt. thinks the 
Portuguese on this coast a great curse to Africa, & says they are remarkably destitute of moral 
principle.  He has traded extensively on this coast, at Madagascar, & indeed in all this region.  
The Portuguese, Spanish & French are all, to some extent, engaged in this smuggling traffic, & 
some think, U.S. men (Americans) are not entirely free from the imputation of being at present 
engaged. 
I think I must tell you how I am favored in visiting home in my dreams; last night I had a most 
agreeable visit with mother of several hours.  I was fitting to leave, which made us more studious 
to improve every moment; we were agreed in concluding as we separated, that this was the best 
visit we ever enjoyed.  —  I have rode to meeting with you, bid you, & other friends farewell, again 
& again.  I am generally preparing to go.  Once the ship put back, & I spent a few hours mostly 
with father, before we put out again.  Aunt [Zilpah Polly Grant Bannister] too, I often meet.  
Sometimes I am procuring articles for use in India.  Nothing sad, has with one exception 
occurred.  I mention this because it has been pleasant to me to mingle with you, though on 
awakening, I am assuread we have been continually receding from you. 
June 26.  Lat. 20% S.  Lon. 37% 38 E.  We reentered the Torrid Zone June 24.  Thermometer for 
a few days has been between 73% & 79%.  The sunsets in this region present softer, mellower, & 
more varied tints than I have ever seen before.  I have been loath to say they were more 
beautiful.  I have seen such glorious sunsets at home though this is the general opinion of our 
party, & I felt last night, this is different, & I think superior.  —  This morning as Mr. B. [Burgess] 
came down from bathing, he said he had seen the moon sink below the horizon, & that the 
eastern horizon was already resplendent, & that if we could go on deck in 10 min. we might see a 
beautiful sunrise.  I went before that time transpired; as soon as I went Mr. Lovett, first mate said 
there was a shark.  Mrs. F [French], & I immediately discovered it.  A piece of pork was thrown 
out, it seized it, though the hook seemed too large to take in, we had a very distinct view.  Five 
little pilot fish hardly as large as trout were with it, sometimes on its back, & then by its side.  The 
pilot fish were prettily girdled with stripes of blue & white the whole length.  Its upper side was of 



chestnut brown, underneath whitish; when dying its color changed to deep brown.  Sailors love to 
kill sharks.  This was full grown, weighed 150 pds [pounds] or more.  Its fins are fleshy, & do not 
contract.  It has one large fin on its back, two of about the same size on its side, & two smaller 
ones near the tail.  We saw its five rows of teeth in the under jaw, & five in the upper – its mouth 
is of horse shoe shape.  Mrs. Hume says its head & mouth are like a tadpoles in shape.  The 
gentlemen took the dimensions; whole length 6 ft. 7 ½ inches.  Head 12 ½ in.  Body 3 ft. 10 in. tail 
21 in.  Between eyes 9 inch, width of mouth 8 in.  Fin 17 ½ in. long.  They save the back bone but 
the most they give to David Jones as they say when they throw anything overboard.  At tea, some 
of the cooked fish was put upon the table.  I tasted it, & had I not known it to be an animal of bad 
reputation, I might have liked it.  None of us ate much of it.  However the sailors had one or two 
good meals from it.  In Madagascar & many other parts in this vicinity, they are highly valued as 
an article of food, the fins particularly.  Large quantities of fins are exported to China, & other 
places. 
June 29.  Sailed by Mozambique, & so near as to distinguish trees and buildings.  Moz. 
[Mozambique] is a small island, the capital of the Portuguese settlements on the coast.  The 
governor general resides here.  The sight of land is very pleasant. 
June 30.  Sab. [Sabbath] no public service, as the vessel was rolling very much. 
July 1.  Progress the last day 202 miles, 20 miles more than any previous day.  We hope to see 
Zanzibar tomorrow.  This being the eve of the monthly concert, a little meeting in the cabin.  We 
expect the island of Monfua before morning.  It is inhabited by Arabs & is a part of the Sultans 
dominions. 
Zanzibar.  July 4.  Three Amer. [American] vessels are in the port here, & 13 cannons were fired 
by one at sunrise.  26 at noon by the next, & one at sun set by the third, & in the evening sky 
rockets were discharged from the flat roof of the Amer. [American] consuls house.  American 
flags have been waving all day.  We arrived at this port July 2, about noon.  We had been sailing 
in sight of the island for four or five hours.  The isl. [island] is about 50 miles long, 15 or 20 wide, 
& 15 from the continent.  Its pop. [population] is composed of Arabs & African slaves, principally.  
About 400 Banyan traders, & a class called Soohillas.  The pop. [population] is estimated to 
amount to from 125,000 to 150,000, two thirds of whom are slaves.  The vegetation is so unlike 
N.E. & the town, too, that our attention was strongly riveted.  Cocoa nut trees were so like the 
drawings, that we recognized them at once.  I wish Martha & Marcus to notice drawings more, 
they will gain many correct ideas, & increase their enjoyment.  The town contains probably from 
15 to 40,000 people.  The houses line the shore for about 1 ½ miles, & for some distance back 
into the interior.  The better class build of coral rock with which this, & the neighboring islands 
abound; & cover with chunam.  The walls are from one to two & a half feet thick, have few 
windows, & less window glass.  Their stairs & roofs are of the same material.  These roofs are 
flat.  Many however, have a thatched roof above, sloping four sides, made by fitting poles, then 
covering with the cocoa nut leaves.  The lower class build of poles, then wall the sides with mud, 
& thatch the roof.  The streets cross each other like the threads in a tangled skein.  We walked 
yesterday through some of them.  They are rarely over 10 feet wide.  The houses so cover the 
ground as to leave no room for gardens, & next to none for trees.  A few slender cocoa nuts find 
room.  But three white females have visited the isl. [island] before us & we are quite a curiosity.  
The people merely assemble & gaze & occasionally laugh.  The first day the gentlemen went on 
shore with the Capt., & the following day July 3 the ladies went with them, to Mr. Waters’ of 
Salem.  He is the Amer. [American] consul, & has been here three years.  He is pious, & aims to 
do good to this people.  There is also an Eng. [English] mercantile house here, so that I suppose 
there are at this time as many white persons, as ever at one time before.  We took a short walk in 
a cocoa nut grove, saw the cassada growing, also alocs & mango trees, picked several wild 
flowers.  Returned to Mr. Waters’ in a boat.  His Highness (the Sultan of Muscat or Mascat) as 
soon as he learned that our vessel had brought to Mr. Waters the tidings of his brothers death, 
sent assurance of sympathy saying that he would come & see him.  In the evening, he came, & 
we were introduced to his Highness, his eldest son prince Haleed, & two of his officers.  His 
Highness prefers the climate of Zanzibar to that of Muscat.  He has made Zanzibar his residence 
for the last three years, one of his sons being in Muscat.  His palace is between two & three miles 
from town, though he has one nearly completed in town.  He comes up, either on horseback, or in 
a boat.  His age is about 54, his size above medium, his beard long & gray.  His manners easy & 



dignified.  He is always attended by a retinue, though he is not fond of display & would often be 
gladly relieved from it, yet it is their custom.  He shook hands handsomely & affably with each of 
us.  He is very well versed in the Arabic, but does not speak Eng. [English] but by an interpreter.  
He first said to Mr. W. [Waters], God does all, & he does right & good.  He inquired respecting the 
prosperity of our country, of our passage, of our health, & a few other things, & then bidding us 
good evening, departed.  We then took tea at Mr. W. [Waters] & after singing & prayers returned 
to the vessel about nine, so tired that I almost felt that the Arab custom of keeping ladies at home, 
the best.  This morning we went by invitation to Mr. Thorns, the agent of the mercantile house; 
dined there, ladies never dined with him before, quite a parade.  We had a fine view of the town & 
harbor from the top of his house.  The slaves around were amused.  A little Arab child of three 
years was brought up, that we might see how they paint their faces etc.  They begin to wear 
ornaments from infancy  —  This little child had three strings of beads of various color, material & 
size upon its neck, bracelet on the wrist & bangles about the feet, & 6 or 7 rings in the ear, 
extending round the rim of the ear.  Some have ornaments as large as a cent, inserted entirely 
within the lower part of the ear, then of different sizes to the top of the ear.  Some have rings in 
their noses, but this is not common.  Slaves have as many ornaments as any, but in general, not 
so valuable; though the rich slaves wear those that are valuable, though they do not own them.  
Slaves are from 7 to 20 dolls. [dollars] apiece here.  They are sold every day at auction, at five 
o’clock.  They are well fed, & do but little; die off fast, from 7 to 10,000 come here from the 
continent every year.  They wear but little clothing, besides ornaments.  They look as if they 
needed only favorable circumstances to make them valuable, intelligent people.  None of the 
Arabs or Sowalies are slaves.  While the gentlemen went out to walk, we remained & were 
treated with fruits.  We are here in the season for oranges, mangoes, plantians, papau & various 
other fruits.  Cocoa nuts are abundant.  The exports from this port are gum, copal, frankincense, 
cloves, & shells.  The natives are becoming more industrious.  An evident improvement is in 
progress among them.  May the day be hastened when they shall have the light of the gospel.  
Mr. Waters & Mr. Thorn have spared no pains to make our visit here, profitable & pleasant, & I 
think it has been so.  We have acquired some acquaintances, with this part of the world. 
July 9, 1839.  Last Sat. we visited by invitation his Highness.  The ladies were permitted to enter 
the harem, & see his daughters.  His Highness has been very kind; he sent up a boat manned to 
take us to his house; he furnished us horses & donkeys to go six miles into the interior & every 
thing else which would contribute to our comfort, provided refreshments as we went & returned, & 
presented each of the ladies with a cashmere shawl, worth from 20 to 30 dollars a piece.  He is 
very kind to all our countrymen.  We surely feel under obligation to him.  He, of his own accord, 
sends letters for us to his son at Muscat.  We leave this place to day in good health & spirits.  We 
feel that soon we shall reach the field of our labors, & shall rejoice to enter it.  I did not intend to 
send this memoranda until I arrived in Bombay, but it accumulated so much that I decided to send 
it now.  I wish it to be preserved, & as neatly as consistent.  I have written you, my dear parents, 
& Martha by mail. 
Ever your affectionate daughter, M. [Mary Grant] Burgess 
 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]     Mr. Elijah Grant 
      Mill Brook 
      Litchfield Co. 
      Connecticut. 
 
      Boston, Nov. 7, 1839. 
Dear Parents; 
 You perhaps have been somewhat disappointed in not seeing me before this time; but I 
believe I never represented the prospect of my coming home as very bright.  As it now is, you 
must not expect me at home in less than a week from this time and it is very doubtful whether I 
shall come even then.  We are now lying at anchor about half a mile from Charlestown Navy 
Yard, and about a quarter of a mile from the Eastern wharves of Boston.  I took up my residence 



on board yesterday, though my pupils are yet so busy that I have no school nor do I expect to 
have till we have been long enough at sea for the fresh hands to get over their sea sickness.  
Every thing is hurry and bustle on board, and though some hundreds of men have been busy for 
two or three weeks the vessel is not quite ready yet.  I expect however that we shall sail for New-
York in a day or two.  We are to go there to take on board Com. Ridgley who is to be our 
commander, and as it is probable we shall be there two weeks at least, I have some hope that I 
may come home a short time.  One reason why I have not felt more anxious to go home from 
Boston rather than New-York is that I might have an opportunity of seeing the ship in motion 
before I go.  I trust I shall be better acquainted with the discipline, and officers of the ship after 
such a voyage than I can be while in port.  Still it is by no means certain that I shall come home 
from New-York.  I am heartily tired of the slow manner in which work appears to go on here, but 
as I have my pay I do not know as it becomes me to grumble, though I had much rather have 
some business to perform than to be without.  I do not think it likely that we shall leave New-York 
before the first of Dec.  This will shorten the time for which we shall be absent from the country 
considerable as we shall return just as soon as if we started earlier, that is in about three years 
from Oct. 1839.  I have a room <by> of my own here which, though you on land would not think it 
worth taking as a gift, is quite a luxury here.  As a matter of interest to you I will tell its 
dimensions.  It is about 7 feet by 8 and about 5 feet 7 inches high, furnished with a berth to sleep 
in, a <...> bureau with three drawers (under my berth there are three drawers more) <...> a wash 
stand; and a chair which is all the furniture belonging to the room.  There are three other rooms 
like mine which are occupied by the surgeons, and aside from these we have a common room of 
a larger size (about 10 feet square) where we take our meals and do all business which belongs 
to us as a body politic.  Our private rooms are two of them on one side and two on the other of 
this larger room.  I am not acquainted with more than one of the surgeons who appears a very 
fine man, whom I cannot describe better than by saying he very much resembled Dr. James 
Welch of Winsted. 
 I went yesterday and spent about four hours with Aunt [Zilpah Polly] Grant at South 
Dedham a place situated 14 miles from this.  She was very glad to see me, and to appearance 
was tolerably well though she says she often suffers much.  She appears very pleasantly situated 
in the family of Dr. Briggs.  I should have made her a longer visit but we were expecting to sail 
this morning & I was obliged to return last night.  But one of those delays which continually vex 
me kept us here, and will keep us here I do not know how long but I hope not a great while.  I 
think I shall be able to spend my <m> time agreeably, and have a very good opportunity for 
reading and study.  If you write direct your letters to New-York.  I received a letter from mother a 
day or two since.   
Board I am told will cost about $20 per. month. 
 I will write to you again from New-York. 
      Your affectionate son 
      Joel Grant. 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
  
[from Mary Grant Burgess] 

Ahmednuggur [India] Oct 23, 1840 
 
My dear parents, 
 I sent you a few sheets of journal from Zanzibar. ------ Forest and field are not superior 
upon that island to those of America yet very unlike them.  Here the trees were the cocoa, the 
clove, the orange, the nut-meg, the mango, the plantian & custard apple, the vegetables, yam, 
sweet potatoes, pineapple and other tropical plants --------  

We had a rough rapid voyage of two weeks to Muscat,  The monsoon driving us forward 
at the rate of 200 or 225 miles a day.  Muscat harbor is surrounded by bold precipitous rocks. -----
--- 
July 24) we spent at Capt. Calfauns.  Capt. C. [Calfauns] is a good Mussulman, understands 
considerable English & would be called a gentleman in any society.  We saw his wife & little son 
five years old.  The females would run, if one of our men came near or if for any reason any 



remained they would veil their faces. -------- July 26th in the morning we called at the palace.  Two 
long flights of homley wooden stairs led to the harem.  Here we found the kings (Sultans) wife, 
mother, sisters & two grown daughters.  They received us very cordially, taking our right hand in 
both theirs and shaking it gently.  We were seated among this company of females & would have 
prized it much to have been able to talk Arabic.  We had learned a few words, by these, & by 
signs we received and communicated a number of ideas.  They wore a profusion of very costly 
ornaments & their dress was rather becoming.  We were then invited into a large room most 
expensively furnished where was a table loaded with fruits, sweetmeats, bread and puddings. -- 
After our meal we again engaged in conversation in our way -- Seid Mohammed (one of the 
Sultans sons took Mrs. Frenchian & intimated that he would accompany us -------- July 28, 
Sabbath.  Anchored in Chubar --- The next morning Capt. went on shore.  In the afternoon came 
back to the vessel having purchased some thousand pounds of wool.  Last year he purchased 
wool for eight cents a pound & sold it for 35 cts. [cents]min Salem -------- Left Chubar July 30 & 
Aug 1 landed, anchored in the bay near Cape Guadel, about three miles from town ---- Aug 3 we 
all went on shore ---- Soil appeared barren, we stopped near a Banyan temple & dwelling.  
Banyan are a religious sect, who consider the cow as their chief god.  They are Hindoos.  Here 
we saw the mummery of heathenism.  One man was sitting & chanting something while another 
sat by & dipped salt water from a copper vessel with a little shell & poured it upon little sticks of 
wood. ----- Coarse red figures & pictures were numerous upon the interior walls of these buildings 
------ The inhabitants are Beloochees ---- They have the Koran, very few can read it. ---- They 
wore a profusion of ornaments in their noses, ears, & upon their wrists  The women of the town 
almost all assembled at the governors house to see us  I suppose they never saw a white female 
before ----- beginning to feel that we should suffocate with so many breaths we were glad to be 
invited to another room to partake of refreshments.  Plates of mangoes, fresh dates & holwah 
were arranged on a round mat on the ground which constituted the floor of the room.  As there 
were no chairs we sat down upon the mat & partook of the repast.  Water & sour milk were 
brought for us. ------ It is but three years since they learned that wool was valuable.  Capt. W. 
[Ward] bought thousands of pounds for about 10 cents a pound ---- The English have already, or 
are about to have these people under the government, which we cannot but hope will expediate 
the introduction of the religion of Jesus.  After dinner August 5 weighed anchor & set sail direct for 
Bombay, distance about 700 miles. -------- 
Aug 10  Sailed into Bombay harbor - land began to appear in the afternoon.  Found it difficult to 
realize that we were in the vicinity of our labors, joys & sorrows.  That evening we were welcomed 
to Bombay by our missionary brothers and sisters.  I think I have written you about our two 
months stay in Bombay, & also of our journey to Nuggur our spending a mount in Mr. Ballantines 
family & then becoming settled in our own hired house Nov. 22, 1839.  Our time was principally 
spent in getting the language for some months.  In Feb. just before the commencement of the hot 
season Mr. Ballantine & Mr. Burgess decided to take a tour to Jalna ---7---- The distance to Jalna 
about 120 miles.  We stopped at Arungabad over the Sabbath.  visited the wonderful caves of 
Ellova & remained in Jalna with Mr. & Mrs. Munger four or five days. -------------- March 11, 1840  
My house appears very pleasant to me though the weather is oppressively warm. 
March 15.  Sab. [Sabbath] eve.  The last great day of the taboot a mussalman festival annually 
observed in honor of Hassan & Houlsein, two brothers who fell in battle in the defense or 
propagation of Mohammadanism ---------21------------ March 21 -- Having had no rain since we 
came to the Duccan last Oct it was truly pleasant to be revisited by refreshing showers on the 
18th. & 19th. -- The thermometer for several days before the rain, had stood at 100º 101º 97º in 
the warmer parts of the day.  Rain is not expected to fall again 'until June. -- I feel that we must 
value this highly. --- Today is the last day of the Holee or Shimgah festival.  It is a foolish 
degrading feast, as some among them acknowledge. --------------------- 

Yesterday I made my first call at the house of a native.  Caste & its appendages, is 
perhaps the greatest barrier in the way of our benefiting the people.  If we enter their houses they 
must wash themselves & their clothes & perform some other ceremonies for purification.  It 
makes them so much trouble & besides since the excitement attendant on the conversion of two 
brahmens, people are afraid of disgrace of our being seen in their houses, therefore we think it 
not advisable at present to call on them without invitation.  The <M> man at whose residence we 
called, has the charge of the house & garden where we dwell ------12------ His house was large 



mostly built of stone.  His apartments were all on the second story, the lower part being for 
buffaloes & cattle.  His floors were of earth and stone & according to their ideas of nicety, were 
nicely washed or rather whitewashed with water mingled with cow dung.  This practice, though 
revolting at first, is really a great comfort & a wash of cleanliness among the Hindoos ---- I 
remarked that I would like to see his wife & that I would <like> see her in her room if more 
agreeable to her.  He said that as no gentleman except Mr. B. [Burgess] was present he would 
call her otherwise he would not. ----- His little wife came into the room as timidly and bashfully as 
anyone could.  I asked her some questions but could hardly get her to answer one, she was so 
frightened. --- She is now 11 years of age & has been married one year.  She was about the size 
<of> that Martha was at that age & was richly clad.  Her nose & ear ornaments were of pearl & I 
presume cost many scores of rupees. ----7--- O that the way may be opened that missionaries 
may labor successfully for the poor degraded females of this country.  It will be, though I do not 
live to see it.  This is one of the many cases where the husband is of suitable age to be the father 
of his wife. -------15-------- 
March 2<7>5.  We already keep <the> our houses shut to prevent the entrance of hot air after 
about eight o'clock in the morning.  We are thus toreably comfortable. 
March 27.  A fine air & clear sky.  The dust is laid.  This morning I witnessed the native practice of 
threshing.  I suppose it like the old Jewish custom 
----49--- March 29, 1840.  Sab. eve.  Thermometer 97º  Today for the first time Mr. Burgess 
addressed an audience in Murathee.  He took his text from Mark 15,15 & talked 33 minutes.  It 
was <a> very pleasant indeed to me to have him appear to be so well understood.. -----20---- 
April 2.  Ther. 101º-  This morning I took Miss Farrar to ride with me in our chaise. ---- We aim to 
be out before the sun.  Three or four little stones painted red were lying near the threshing <floor> 
ground such as I described a few days since.  Miss F. [Cynthia Farrar] asked one of the workmen 
if they were god, to which he <answered> replied in the affirmative.  She then asked him which 
were the greater himself or those stones.  He said, they were. ------------ April 3.  The first day of 
the Hindoo year -- a feast day -- they compute their months by the moon 
 
May 16, 1840  My dear parents, I cannot tell you how much we were rejoiced today by letters 
from America, particularl<l>y in my hearing from you & our family & family friends  13 1/2 months 
had flown & I had heard nothing from you ---- Today I received one written by mother & Joel Aug. 
23, 1839 & a long valuable one from Joel dated Nov. 4, 1839.------------1.8 
May 19.  Last evening our missionary company met at our house to talk about the news from 
America.  It was a pleasant time. -----14----- The vessel which brought our last letters (the Brinda) 
was laden with ice  By advertisement in a Bombay paper, I perceive they are selling it from early 
six o'clock every morn at the rate of about seven cents a pound.  I have since learned that the ice 
which cost 15.00 in America re[a]lized $10.000 at once in Bombay.  We manage to keep our 
drinking water good & sufficient cool for me, this hot weather.  It is filtered through charcoal & 
sand & then we keep it in an e[a]rthen jar which is so porous that the water evaporates through it, 
instead of heating what is within. 
 
June 2. 

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
[Addressed to]   Mr. John Grant 
    New-Haven 
    Conn. [Connecticut] 
        Boston  Nov. 2, 1839 
Dear Brother; 
 I am now able to forward the money I borrowed of you, which, though it is <about> all I 
borrowed, will not I fear be enough to pay your expenses.  If this should be the case you must 
borrow of Wm. [William] Gilbert and send it to him as soon as you get home, or perhaps you can 
be trusted till you can send the money, or perhaps again, you may not be well enough to leave 
New-Haven [Connecticut] at present and you can write to father and have him send you some 
before you go home. 



 The only item of news I have is that our ship is to visit New-York before she leaves the 
country, and it is probable she will make the visit some time next week.  She is getting into pretty 
good trim now, and I suppose we go to New-York principally to take on board Com. Ridgeley, 
who is to be our commander, and whose dignity might be hurt if <he> we were not obliged to go 
to him, rather than he to come to us.  But whatever the reason may be, I build upon the fact some 
additional hope that I shall be able to visit home before we go.  I think I can make arrangements 
so that I shall meet the ship at New-York, and while it is going from here there I will go home.  If 
such should be the case I will visit you at New Haven [Connecticut] if you are not well enough to 
<go> meet me at home. 
 We are making arrangements for our “Mess” as it is called, that is for our boarding 
establishment.  I have paid $70 towards furnishing it with necessary food.  I expect the expenses 
for board will be rather large.  If I can get along for $5 per week it is as cheap as I expect.  
Provisions are quite dear I am told in that part of the world to which we are going.  On the whole I 
think I shall make out to spend my time very agreeably, though I am well satisfied I must look to 
other sources than my associates for happiness.  I must be shut up with 500 or more men, all of 
them from the lowest ranks of society, a compound of ignorance, indolence and vice.  The offices 
are certainly entitled to rank better, for they are men from the better <raks> ranks of society, but 
their education is not I expect very good, at least not so good as it ought to be, - and their 
principles such as we might expect from persons who from early childhood have had no religious 
training, who seldom or never the voice of prayer but daily listen to oaths till they almost become 
their natural language, such must be my associates, and though I see good evidence that they 
are desirous to treat me with respect, yet I rejoice that I have always cultivated a habit of seeking 
my happiness in my own bosom, for now I shall have occasion to look to that source, rather than 
any other.  My situation is not <to be> like that of a person who goes to teach school on land for 
he is situated among a moral & religious people a great portion of whom can agree with him on 
subjects of a moral nature.  But I am not discouraged.  No, were it not that I wish to see home 
once more I would gladly set sail on Monday.  I wish to see our vessel “ploughing the foam of the 
sea with her brazen beak” I long to see her sweeping over the waves in “light majestic beauty” 
though from her size I should suppose she could never sail very lightly.  Still they say she can 
outsail any ship that was ever built; though one of the first ships built by the United States she is 
<one > the best.  There were however two or three frigates built about the same time which are 
said to be nearly as good.  The Brandywine, <however> which was built in 1825 cannot hold a 
candle to the United States, for a few years since they tried their strength by racing together and 
the United State beat the Brandywine “all hollow”  But I am in a hurry, so no more at present from 
your affectionate brother 
        Joel Grant. 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]   Mr. John Grant 
    Mill-Brook 
    Litchfield Co. 
    Conn. [Connecticut] 
U. S. Ship Potomac 
Monte Video [Uruguay] Oct. 21, 1840 
Dear Brother, 
 It is now one month since we sailed from Rio to this place where we arrived after a 
passage of eight days.  We are obliged to come to anchor at a distance of five or six miles from 
town on account of the shallowness of the water, a circumstance which renders my situation 
rather unpleasant as it gives to the ship much more of the nature of a prison than is agreeable.  
My school of course occupies me generally during the five days of the week, and the only days 
which I can, without express permission, spend on shore are Saturday and Sunday, upon which 
days the weather is very likely to prevent my going. As there is no land to the south and east of 
us and none within a hundred or more miles to the west the waters are much affected by the 
winds from those quarters, so much so that it is often with the greatest difficulty that boats can 
reach the shore or come from the shore to the ship.  Of course on many days a boat does not 



leave the ship at all and I am sometimes unable to go ashore <when> my duties on board would 
permit.  I have however been on shore once, and will endeavor to make known to you some of 
the impressions I received.  Monte Video [Uruguay] is a city with a population of about 15,000 
principally of Spanish descent.  Its houses are all of brick or stone and built in such a way as to 
resemble a city of forts or prisons rather than the residences of peaceful people.  The following 
figure will give you some idea of their form. [Diagram of a floor plan for a house is drawn in 
the corner of this page] 
 The outside wall is built very strong and in some instances the only opening it has is the 
entrance the <light> windows all opening inside towards the court, which is an open space paved 
with marble brick or stone according to the wealth or taste of the proprietor.  In the middle is a 
cistern so fixed as to receive all the water which falls upon the roof, and as this means is 
universally resorted to procure water for use it is a matter of much importance.  The roofs 
essentially differ from any I have ever seen.  They are nearly flat and like all the floors of the 
house are built of brick supported by wooden sleepers and plank. 
The top of the house being then made safe by the height of the outer and inner walls becomes a 
very pleasant place for the gambols of children, the dances of <the> light hearted youth, and the 
thoughtful walks of soberage or youthful gravity.  In this country the advantage derived from them 
is inconceivable.  The seasons do not vary here as they do in Colebrook [Connecticut]; the 
winters are not cold the summers are not intensely hot, consequently there are but few days in 
the year in which a promenade on the roof will not be agreeable.  By this means every parent can 
afford to his children a play ground without the necessity of sending them into the street. <for 
amusement>.  If there are any windows opening into the street they are defended by strong iron 
gratings thus rendering entrance against the will occupier impossible, without the use of battering 
rams or some like instrument. 
 Montevideo [Uruguay] is at present the capital of a province which claims to be 
independent called Banda Oriental or Uraguay [Uruguay].  <It calls its> They call it a republic, but 
I doubt its ability to govern itself well.  It was originally a province of the Viceroyalty of Buenos 
Ayres [Argentina] but was eventually claimed by Brazil as a part of its territory, and became the 
occasion of a protracted war between the that empire and Buenos Ayres [Argentina], which 
resulted in a treaty that the disputed territory should be left to itself for five years at the end of 
which time it might choose for its master whichever of the contending parties it saw fit. <for its 
master>  The result was as might have been expected; the province after managing itself for five 
years concluded that it would never more acknowledge a master.  This is rather a bold step for a 
people like this numbering it is generally supposed not more than 70,000.  But in South America 
every body seems disposed to be independent, and to live rather by war than the arts of peace. 
 The people here retain many of the customs of their original country Spain.  Bull fights 
are exhibited usually as often as once a week, and what will surprise you they are made part of 
the religion and are exhibited on Saint days, in honor of the Virgin Mary St. Paul etc.  I am told 
that these exhibitions take place oftener on Sunday than any other day of the week and that the 
good Catholics attend them as their afternoon service.  I shall if possible attend one <if I can d> 
and if I do I will write a description of it for you. 
 The French still keep up their blockade of Buenos Ayres [Argentina], though there is now 
a prospect that a few weeks will put an end to it.  The more I learn of the affair the more I detest 
the conduct of the French, and the more I admire the conduct of Buenos Ayres [Argentina].  The 
matter is now in a very doubtful state, as it seems not unlikely that the French will bombard the 
city.  The inhabitants who do not carry arms are leaving the city in great numbers, and it is though 
that there are not less than 5,000 women and children, in this city from Buenos Ayres [Argentina].  
The soldiers with <their> General Rosas at their head are determined to die rather than yield to 
the claims of the French.  To the original claims which occasioned the war France now adds 
about $4,000,000 which have been expended by her carrying on the war, a circumstance which 
presents a double barrier to the making of a treaty.  But of these things I will endeavor to write 
more then I know more. 
 While I was at Norfolk Va. [Virginia] I met an old <child> friend of mine, a graduate of 
Yale College, who had just set up a school there, and who was pressed for money.  As I knew his 
noble spirit would not stoop to ask me any pecuniary assistance and as I knew likewise he was in 
debt I offered <him> to lend him $50 or $60 if he wished it.  This offer he accepted and though I 



do not think he will be ready to pay it for some time to come yet as he may be I will state that I 
have his note for $60 dated April 17, 1840 and that I gave him a certificate stating that a receipt 
from my father, Elijah Grant or from Wm. [William] Gilbert (now a member of college) stating that 
the money with interest due had been paid should cancel the note.  The name of the individual is 
Samuel Bailey.  Perhaps it will never be paid (though I have no fears, if life and health are spared 
him) but if it should be this explanation will enable you to understand the transaction. 
 Our Commodore has gone to Buenos Ayres [Argentina] in one of our sloops of War.  It is 
impossible to tell how long we shall remain here but probably two or three months longer at least.  
The country and the people here differ as much from those at Rio as those at Rio do from the 
country and people of Norfolk Va. [Virginia] and I doubt not I shall be much interested.  Beef here 
is very abundant, the best selling for no more than two cents a pound, and a fat sheep ready 
dressed for cooking may be bought for a dollar.  Beef and mutton however are the only cheap 
articles of food, as flour sells at about $20 a barrel and potatoes at about $8 a bushel.  These 
prices are not I presume permanent ones. 
 I now say I cannot be content more than six months longer without hearing from you.  My 
father and mother how can I endure to remain in suspense concerning them.  Perhaps they may 
one or both, be sleeping in their graves.  Let me assure you that, notwithstanding some faults, 
they, like other human beings have, never were children blessed with better parents than we.  
Often let our prayers ascend that as the prime of their life has been laborious, self denying and 
prayerful their old age may be peaceful and happy from the virtues and character of their children 
and their death the sweet repose of the righteous. 
My brothers and sisters too how I long to know their situation.  And as from time to time I run over 
the list of uncles and cousins which it is my happiness to have, I feel that none but those who like 
me have wandered can like me feel the worth of home.  It is now summer here or rather it 
corresponds to your month of April.  The winds called pamperos blow here with great violence 
and last night we had one which drove off to our ship 15 or 20 poor birds that could not (or did 
not) resist its force 
 Your affectionate brother   Joel Grant  

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
[Addressed to]  Mr. John Grant 
   Mill Brook 
   Litchfield Co 
   Conn. [Connecticut] 
U. S. Ship Potomac 
Rio de Janeiro 
June 28, 1841 
Dear Brother, 
 Within the last two weeks I have received from you and Mother two letters the one dated 
March 13 and the other April 10.  They make five letters that I have received from home since I 
came here and I can assure you they seemed to make the distance between me and home, 
shorter by at least 4000 miles.  Your letters have all arrived safely and I had no idea that 
communication between this country and ours was so frequent and safe as I find it. 
 We had heard of the death of President Harrison, a few days before your letter arrived 
and I think we have every reason to regard it as an almost irreparible national calamity.  From all 
that General Harrison has shown of his character since he appeared as a candidate for the 
Presidency, and from all that the warm discussions of a political contest have bought to light 
respecting his life and principles, I had flattered myself that we once more had a man at the head 
of government who united the wisdom  patriotism and honesty of Washington and I cannot doubt 
that the people were beginning to regard him in the same way.  It is possible that the government 
may be administered by Tyler on much the same principles but Tyler can never obtain the 
confidence of the people like Harrison  
 You write that you have attended the school at Norfolk [Connecticut] a short time.  Of this 
I am very glad and from your description of the teacher I cannot but regret that you did not attend 



it longer.  It was however too late for me to give advice and now I can only urge you to pay the 
strictest attention to the instructions you may receive at college 
 Upon more mature thought I have also concluded that the course you have adopt of 
entering Freshman is wise.  There is much [to be] learned, and next to my desire to see [you a] 
good, useful and happy man is my desire [.......page is cut] you a learned one.  You will I trust 
never [be] one of those who study merely to recite your lessons, nor one who is satisfied because 
you know as much as three quarters of your companions.  It would not be surprising if you should 
find some of your classmates much more advanced than yourself, but let not that discourage you.  
If you will properly apply yourself, I will warrant you will ere eighteen months have passed outstrip 
many of them.  Let me caution you against <bout> thinking your studies hard.  This is a complaint 
you seldom hear from good students, you should rather rejoice that your studies afford you so 
good an opportunity to try your powers.  Above all never let your aversion to a hard lesson 
prevent your using your utmost efforts to conquer it.   
 Be not hasty in forming acquaintances.  You will find that those who please you at first 
will in the end be most disagreeable in many cases.  In a few weeks however you will be<come> 
able to judge with considerable certainty, and till that time is past you had better not attempt to 
make acquaintances.  You will not seek (and if you should seek probably will not obtain) a room 
in college the first year.  
 I trust you have some correct ideas of the importance of selecting good associates.  In 
your case you should be careful not to associate with any one who uses profane language or who 
spends any of his time in dissipation, or who neglect <their> his studies to indulge in light and 
trifling conversation, or in light reading.  Many more things of this kind I might say, but at present 
let me finish with <my> the earnest injunction to read a portion of the Bible every day, and to pay 
the strictest attention to the sermons of Prof. Fitch of which I would earnestly advise you to take 
notes from the beginning of your College course.  Do not make them too long <but> for fear that 
you become tired of the undertaking.  You would do well to get a blank book and set down the 
text and heads of discourse always, and whenever you feel disposed such of his remarks as you 
choose, but never neglect the heads of discourse.   
 I suppose there will be no difficulty in obtaining the money you need as I think either Mr. 
Battel or Father will furnish you on my account.  I think my credit for $200 or $300 ought to be 
good by this time.   
 The coronation of the emperor has been put off till 18th of July and it is very probable that 
we may leave here before that time a circumstance I shall very much regret.  The Emperor is still 
popular and the preparations for the coronation are going on upon a very extensive scale. 
 Give my love to cousin Maria Pettibone Margaret Nettleton, cousin Elizabeth P. and to all 
in any way connected with them.  Also tell cousin Wm. [William] I am verily guilty in not having 
written to him and will try to write to him soon.  I wish you would let me know where James 
Cowles is; I have sent two letters to him and have received no answer.  I can write no more for I 
expect the master-at-arms to come every minute to extinguish my light which I am not permitted 
to burn after <nine> ten o’clock and the vessel sails to-morrow, by which I wish to send this. 
    Your affectionate brother 
       Joel Grant. 

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
[Addressed to:] Dea. [Deacon] Elijah Grant 
   Millbrook 
    Ct. [Connecticut] 
      Lat. 8° S. Lon. 41° S. July 1, 1839 

13 weeks to day since we left Salem. 
My very dear sister, Martha, 
 Tomorrow we expect to see Zanzebar, & the next day to land there.  Two weeks ago 
yesterday we saw Cape Corrientes, the first land we had made on our voyage, & last Sat. we 
were again favored with a similar sight of Mozambique.  Mozambique is a small island.  We could 
distinguish trees, the flag staff, & could see what appeared to us buildings.  Capt. [Ward] with his 
glass, could distinguish churches, houses, &c, & said things looked perfectly natural.  He has 



often traded there.  Mozambique is the capital of the Portuguese settlements on this coast.  It was 
very pleasant again to see the abodes of men, though sad to think of their degraded state.  The 
Portuguese are generally very destitute of moral principle, & are a curse to the natives.  They still 
carry on the slave trade on this coast probably more extensively than in any other part of Africa -- 
It can only be done by smuggling, as it is a violation of treaty -- I feel less anxious to communicate 
many things in this sheet, than if I were not penning things that interest us as they occur to send 
home from Bombay, & besides Mr. B. [William Burgess] has engaged to write his friends through 
the Recorder [Missionary Recorder?], & has directed a copy of each Rec. which contains any 
thing from him to be sent to father.  The same will be sent to Phelps, Elizabeth & Joel.  Our water 
is still good, & we spend our time much as when I wrote last.  I have written to Joel, Aunt, Mrs. J. 
P. Cowles, & to old acquaintances in Forsyth [Georgia] & intend to write several more letters 
before we reach Bombay, about the middle of Aug.  We, (the missionary company) held a little 
meeting in the cabin, this evening for our monthly concert. -- As we are now almost eight hours 
east of you, prayer will be ascending in the U.S. till we rise in the morn,  It is a consolation to feel 
that Christians pray for us, & the cause -- the more prayer, <the> more success -- Dear sister, 
pray for us -- pray for yourself -- pray much -- do not let little things ruffle you.  If you have in time 
past, do not be discouraged.  Whatever things occur to try our feelings & temper, tend to form our 
character & God is trying us by them.  If we yield to impatience, & are peevish once, we let down 
a barrier, & are more easily led to do the same thing another time.  So of any bad habit, & so of 
good habits.  Martha, feel the importance of this, for you to have right dispositions & feelings is 
vastly more important than knowledge of books -- You may acquire perfect control of yourself, but 
not without effort, continuous effort.  You will sometimes fail if you try, but when tempted, let some 
little prayer come up to a present God, such as "Lord, help me now" -- I feel this subject to be 
more important than I can express -- as it respects your own happiness, as it respects the 
happiness of our family as it respects your influence in the world in whatever station you may 
move -- Now, Martha, is the time too, -- now while you are young & at home -- Do it while young, 
that the habit of self control may be formed, do it while at home, for there more will occur to try 
you, & if you can there maintain right feeling & action the foundation will be well laid.  The 
happiness & character of the family at home will be much affected by you -- very much.   
Would you have Marcus pleasant, kind & amiable  Be so yourself.  Would you help Daniel & have 
him aid you.  Let him understand that you aim at doing right, You will by so doing be a blessing to 
father & mother -- It is a principle of phrenology that the activity of any feeling has a tendency to 
excite the same feeling in those around us, either good or bad -- Martha, you may tear off this half 
of the sheet -- keep it for yourself, if you please.  I have thought of many things since I left home 
that I wished I had said to you. -- It was hard for me to leave you, I never felt such a tender love 
for you -- but my time was so short, & I had so many to see, & so much to do that I forgot many 
things.  But one thing try to improve at home, try to make home happy.  Do not feel that you 
cannot improve unless you are in school, or away at school -- I think home is a good place to 
improve by reading -- improve by conversing with father & mother -- It will give them pleasure to 
see you desirous to learn from them, & they will be happy to instruct you.  Feel that you can thus 
learn much.  I think you did improve the last year I was away.  I know you will have much work to 
do -- I fear too much to take care of our great house.  I hope all will try to help you to keep it neat.  
Do not injure yourself by lifting -- feel always that you have no right to injure your health -- Health 
is inexpressibly precious. the Lord bless & guide my dear sister. 
 
I send this letter to Salem [Massachusetts] by ship Augustus Capt Willet.  He expects to sail Aug 
1.  I shall send again when we reach Bombay. 
 
[written across front] My dear Martha, Watts on the Mind would be an excellent book for mother & 
you to read together. I wish you would read a few pages together in it & talk about it together 
every day.  You remember how sister A. [Abigail?] used to read to mother.  You may even be the 
means of making mother more heavenly.  If Aunt G Grant comes to our house treat her for my 
sake, as well as your own, with tenderness & affection.  You will love & prize her always the more 
you know her.  I feel M. [Martha] that you must write me -- write sisterly.  Tell me what are your 
joys & trials, your wants.  I hope you will not have so much house work to do but that you can sew 



a good deal.  I did not sew enough the first 18 years of my life.  Your aff. [affectionate] sister, M. 
[Mary Grant] Burgess 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]  Mr. Daniel Grant 
   Mill Brook 
   Litchfield Co 
   Conn. [Connecticut] 

 
Steam Boat Chesapeake 

Oct. 13, 1842.  
Dear Brother,  
 I am at last on my way to Wisconsin, after waiting two days at Cleveland for a boat.  I 
received your letter yesterday, and should have answered it from Cleveland if I had not thought it 
better policy to wait so as to inform you of my safe arrival in Wisconsin, if I ever get there, and so 
I merely sent a newspaper from Cleveland.  I staid at Elizabeth’s from Friday afternoon till 
Monday afternoon and from Piketon went to Circleville, where I visited Frederic Brown’s family.  
From thence I went to Blendon 12 miles north of Columbus, where Mr. Gillespie’s family reside, 
and there I staid one day.  From thence I went to Canton, where I staid from Saturday night till the 
next Tuesday.  thence I went to Oberlin, Wellington, and Penfield, where I found that Mr. Swift 
was absent in Pennsylvania and would not return for several weeks, and of course the note is not 
yet paid.  I returned to Oberlin and from thence <to> came to Cleveland, Oct. 10, about 4 P.M. 
but as no boat left, for Chicago till to day I found I might as well have waited in Oberlin two days 
longer.  The particulars of my journey I omit for the present.   
 I have a small room to myself on board the boat, and if we do not blow up or burn up, I 
shall pass the four, or five days, pleasantly as I have no fear of winds.  The engine, however jars 
the boat a great deal, so that it is a little difficult to write, so difficult indeed, that I presume many 
people would suppose it impossible.  The boat is one of 750 tons with very good 
accommodations.  We have all sorts of passengers and a good many of each sort.  There are a 
great many emigrants to Wisconsin among the rest.  The weather is very fine now, but it would be 
surprising if it should continue so all the passage.  Should the wind arise we shall have some 
delicious specimens of sea sickness beyond doubt,  
 Oct 14.  Weather still fair.  We reached Detroit about 9 o’clock last night, and left 
considerable portion of our passengers there, 120 I believe.  To day about 2 o’clock we entered 
Lake Huron.  I have become partially acquainted to day with a Mr. Hathaway who has resided in 
Wisconsin ever since 1833 and has been extensively employed as a surveyor of the public lands. 
He adds his testimony to that of others with whom I have conversed concerning the fertility, 
healthiness, and convenience of the country, and I have sanguine hopes of being able to procure 
a good place there.  Now is the time to buy in Wisconsin.  If the tide of emigration should flow 
there for five years as it has during the last summer, lands will be as high in proportion to their 
value as they are in Ohio.  Our boat has 10 families going there besides a large number of young 
men who have no families.  They are from New England, New-York and Ohio, and in general will 
make good settlers.  We have also two farmers on board who moved to Wisconsin three years 
since and have been this summer on a visit to the east and from them I have learned many 
interesting particulars.  Their representations of the number of emigrants are truly astonishing.  
 Oct. 15. To day the weather has been rather cold, and the north west wind quite too 
strong to permit us to get along much.  At about 11 o’clock we stopped at a gloomy place called 
Presqu’ Isle to take in wood.  This is the only place we have stopped at since yesterday 
afternoon.  On leaving this place the wind sprung up right ahead and raised such a sea that many 
passengers are sick, and we cannot advance more than four miles an hour.  From Prequ’ Isle to 
Mackinaw is 75 miles, nearly N.W. Prequ’ Isle has no inhabitants except a light house keeper, 
and those individuals who prepare wood for the steam boats.  
 Oct. 16. We reached Mackinaw about midnight last night, and have been to day in Lake 
Michigan.  The weather is cold, but not unpleasant and if nothing happens we shall reach 
Milwaukie to-morrow morning.  



 Oct. 17. About 7 o’clock to day we came in sight of Milwaukie, and about half past eight 
we brought our boat as near as possible to town.  The harbor is not good, the depth of water on 
the bar being only from 2 to 3 feet.  A small steam boat towing two large flat bottomed scows, 
came out after a considerable time and took us to town while the other boat pursued its way to 
Chicago which is distant 90 miles. The delay occasioned by the badness of the harbor was so 
great that it was nearly noon before we reached town.  
 I have here two class-mates who are settled, one as a lawyer the other as a physician.  
Milwaukie is a place which appears very flourishing notwithstanding the hard times which have 
affected other places.  One of which my class mates tells me that during the past summer above 
200 houses have been erected.  The place appears now about the size of Canton.  The people 
here think that a few thousand dollars will make their harbor a very good one, and I see no 
reason to doubt it.  After passing the bar there is waters enough, and I presume that ere long 
perhaps the very next session, Congress will make appropriations which if well applied will make 
the harbor a good one.   
 One of Harvey Grant’s boys lives at Prairie Village about 20 miles west of here, and I 
intend to go to see him to-morrow.  
 Wheat is carried from Milwaukie to Buffalo for 10 cts a bushel and flour for 37 1/2 cts a 
barrel, circumstances which make a farm near Milwaukie better situated in respect to market than 
most parts of the state of Ohio.  
 I shall not be able to decide, whether you had better come here this fall in season to let 
you know; so you had better conclude to stay <at> in Conn. this winter.  Try to employ your time 
so as to raise a little money; even a little may be of great use to you.  
 I think I shall not write again before I return, unless I find occasion to stay longer than I 
now anticipate.  If I remain here more than a fortnight or longer than till Nov. 2 I will write but 
should I not I shall not write.  My present intention is to get home Nov. 10.  

Your affectionate brother 
Joel Grant 

 
Evening of Oct. 17. It rains now quite hard and promises to rain to-morrow.  The air is cold and 
chilly -- a fire is almost necessary.  My health is good although within the last day, or two I have 
taken a cold -- the first one since I came to the U.S.  
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Written in pencil — upper right — “written before 1854, from D Grant 1848-1854”] 
 
there is for others 

Your affectionate Son 
Daniel Grant 

 
Dear little Abby 
 I can have but little idea of you, but as the same little Abby, that you were when I left you, 
though I suppose you have grown a good deal since that time. I love to have you write a few 
words with grandma when she writes to father.  The last time you wrote you said you had a sugar 
cake for uncle M. [Marcus] & me; but we want to have you eat them or give them to your little 
brother, or little cousins or whatever you please.  
 I expect you will be able to write whole letters to me pretty soon.   
 Can you help grandma considerable about <your> her work.  
 I expect you are most always a good girl.  Father will try to come home before a great 
while.  He wants to see you very much.  

Your aff [affectionate] Father 
Daniel Grant 

 
Dear Wife 



 I think I had better finish on this page [B…?] & L.P. came to Marysville [California] last 
thursday They left for Cherokee Corral about 45 miles from here monday he was not quite well 
but I presume is better before this They left in good spirits 

Your affec. [affectionate] husband 
Daniel Grant 

 
Continued from page 4 I have read an old letter from you to Me, in which you state, that you saw 
a letter in the Connecticut Courant, that states Marysville [California] is at the head of river 
navigation, & that vessels drawing 11 ft. water can go there 8 months out of 12.  Now this is a 
little nearer the truth than reports of Cal, [California] generally are, boats drawing 11 ft. water can 
reach here from 2 to 4 months in 12, & boats drawing 5 ft. from 6 to 8, & boats drawing 3 ft. from 
10 to 12 months in a year,  
 You think I was mistaken in the spelling of the name Juba, or Yuba, but I was not, Juba is 
pronounced without the J. in spanish, The americans have made it american by using Y instead 
of J, The San Joaquine river retains its spelling but is pronounced San or St. Waukeen.  San 
Juan retains the same spelling, but is pronounced San Wan, i.e. St. John. I presume that it would 
be nearly correct to substitute the sound of Y in English, for J in Spanish.  Joel can tell something 
about that I presume.  I presume there are a great many things that I scarcely notice.  I see them 
so much, that I could write about, that would be interesting, but as they have lost all interest to me 
if they ever had any, I cant see what  
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 

Mt. Holyoke Fem. Sem.  
[Mount. Holyoke Female Seminary]  
So. Hadley [Massachusetts] July 6th 

 
My dear Aunt Carrie [Caroline Grant Burr],  
 I believe I half promised Uncle Daniel as I bade him good bye, after my pleasant visit at 
your home, that I would write to you some time, and I have more than once come very near 
fulfilling that promise, but have delayed for want of leisure or interesting matter to communicate.   
 I learn from Uncle Marcus that you have sold part of your farm, and suppose you now 
think of removing to some more favorable location.  Will you go farther west? If so I hope we may 
have the pleasure of seeing you at home.  I do not know as we ever should if it did not “happen 
so”.  I wish that the Western Reserve offered sufficient attractions to the farmer to induce Uncle 
Daniel to settle near us, but suppose that there, very much as in Norfolk [Connecticut], we have 
an intelligent excellent class of people, but very little highly productive land.  
 I must tell you what a pleasant time we had here at the Sem. [Mount. Holyoke Female 
Seminary] last week.  I know you would have enjoyed it very much — you would probably have 
several old acquaintances.  You know there are a large number of missionaries in this country 
now some of whom are formerly connected with this school, and one teachers thinking it would 
be pleasant to all parties to have a “reunion” invited over one hundred missionaries and patrons 
and friends of the institution to be here on the 30th last June.  Among them were fifteen 
gentlemen and thirteen ladies who had in all spent 398 yrs of missionary labor.  Of the ladies Mrs. 
Hazen (Miss Martha Chapin) Mrs. Stoddard (Miss Sophia Hazen) Mrs. Howland (Miss Susan 
Reed) Mrs. Webb (Miss Foote) Mrs. Mills (Miss Tolman) and Mrs. Wilder were formerly pupils 
and some of them teacher here. “Father Migs” for 45 yrs a missionary in Ceylon. Dr. Perkins 25 
yrs. in [Aroomiah?] Persia, Dr. Anderson Secretary of the A.B.C.F.M. [American Board of 
Commissioners for Foreign Missions], Ex. President Hitchcock and others of whom we have often 
read and heard were here and addressed us. — Aunt Banister [Zilpah Polly Grant Banister] and 
Mrs. John P. Cowles were here from Wednesday afternoon until Friday morning.  They have both 
visited Austinburg, and it was very pleasant indeed to see them.  Aunt Banister [Zilpah Polly 
Grant Banister] looks better and says she feels better than she did there.  She is at present 
boarding in Ipswich.  They both charged me to remember them to friends, when I wrote, with 
much love. – Another wrote me that I would probably have a call from Aunt Abby, but she does 
not come, and I fear I shall not see her.  



 My school year closes the 28th of the month, three weeks from tomorrow.  I can hardly 
believe that I am going home so soon.  I expect to go to Newbury and other places in Orange Co. 
[Vt?]. where father’s relatives live, to spend about a week before returning home.  I remained at 
the Sem. last vacation for the sake of studying — read [Amacitia?] with my room mate in that time 
—. I shall have completed the Junior studies, and shall have only three of the shortest of the 
Middle studies “back,” and suppose I could easily complete the course here in another year, but 
rather think I shall prefer to go to the Lake Erie Sem. [Seminary] in Painsville, which opens the 
15th next Sept. to graduate, as mother favors my doing so rather than to return home, and the 
trustees are anxious to have a Junior Middle and Senior class the first year as they did here.  — 
You probably know that Mary Grant is coming here next year.  Have you heard of the death of her 
youngest sister Martha?  I have not heard particulars but “the Canton girls” told me that she had 
been a long time sick, and at last was thought to have the dropsy upon the brain.  
 Please remember me affectionately to aunt Nettleton, and cousins Margaret and Desiah, 
and assure them that I shall never forget the pleasant visit I had with them last winter, also to 
Olive Crissey to whom I feel much indebted of the kindness she has shown me on many 
occasions.  — I often think of the trouble I caused my friends on account of my keys and wonder 
if I shall ever be so careless again.  
 Have friends informed you of brother Philander’s expedition to Newfoundland?  He 
started, I suppose, on the 23rd of May, as a passenger on board a cod-fishing vessel in the hope 
that the sea air might be a benefit to his health, as physicians told him that he was consumptive, 
and would soon have trouble, if he did not take some such remedy.  He does not expect to be 
back until the middle of Sept.  
 I hope aunt Carrie you will not feel obliged to answer this poor letter — though we love to 
hear from you dearly, yet I know you have many cares, and other correspondents who have 
stronger claims upon you.  Will not Abby some time write me?  I should be very happy to receive 
and to answer a letter from her.  Please give her much love, as also Uncle Daniel and cousin 
Eddie and accept a large share yourself 

From your aff’te niece  
Mary E. Burton  

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
Steamer Marble City 

on the way from Cairo to Memphis 
Dec. 31, 1864.  

Dear Sister Caroline and all the Dear ones at Home Mil Brook, Ct.  
 I cannot tell when, or what, I wrote you last, though I am painfully conscious it has been 
too long -- and that many a thing has occurred in my history that I ought, in kindness, to have 
informed you of, and doubtless many a thing has occurred with you that I might have heard of 
had I written.  I mean to write one letter before the year closes, though it is now nine o’clock P.M. 
of the last day.  
 I have been so much on the wing that it was hard to tell where I would be, though both in 
the past (and probably in the future) a letter sent to Cairo will reach me more surely than by any 
other course.   
 I did not accompany the Regiment from Atlanta to Savannah, in that trip which for 
boldness, success and grandeur, perhaps surpassed even that protracted campaign in which I 
did take part, and which resulted in the capture of Atlanta (Sept 2) and afterwards in the fearful 
battle and glorious victory at Allatoona Oct. 5.  In truth I was much the worse for wear at the close 
of Oct., and feared another campaign might be very hard upon me if indeed I could stand it at all.  
Providence opened the way for my relief.  A request came from Col. Eaton Sup. of Freedmen’s 
affairs on the Mississippi for my detail here to assist him and so I was ordered around here.  I left 
Nov. 12, upon the last train that passed from Atlanta to Chattenooga -- having in charge about 
$60,000 money recently paid the troops, which I afterwards sent to 360 persons by Express or 
Draft -- a work which took me several days.  Afterwards I had a visit at Cairo, finding Abby as well 
as she has been for several years and successfully managing an important and difficult 
institution, where during the 11 months ending Dec. 1, were received 90,000 soldiers, and 



190,000 meals furnished them.  I then went to Memphis, and reported according to order, and 
learned that I was wanted at Little Rock Ark -- to take charge of schools for Freedmen in that 
state. By Col. Eaton’s permission I was excused till after the [...] days, that I might once more go 
to Cairo, and I am now on my way to Memphis, where I expect to arrive tomorrow morning, and 
there go early next week to my post.  My journey will be down the Mississippi to mouth of White 
River, thence up to Duvall’s Bluff (not on any map that I have seen) thence by R.R. nearly west 
45 miles to Little Rock.  The distance from <Vicksburg> Memphis is about 600 miles by that 
course, though I suppose hardly 150 by the bee line.  
 If you prefer to send a letter to me directly address  

Chaplain J. Grant 
care of Col John Eaton 

Lock Box 42 
Memphis, Tenn.  

 It may be, but is not probably that for some reason, I shall not go to <there> Little Rock, 
and hence I do not wish letters sent there now.  I am yet as Gen. Sherman said of his troops, “in 
the air,” i.e. I have not lighted, and fixed my place.  
 My health has improved much since I left Ga.  My hair which was fast coming out, is 
growing again, naturally, i.e. with out any artificial aid, <and> though it is somewhat mingled with 
gray, foreshadowing the time when I must have a hoary head if I live (and retain any hair as I 
sometimes have though I should not) and in other respects I feel better.  Wonderful have been 
the deliverances I have had.  Our Regiment has had 38 killed and 151 wounded the past season, 
and, how many have shared a similar fate since Nov. 12 I cannot say.   
 But I can tell no more of the thousand things of which I would like to write.  I want to say a 
few things about Daniel.  Is he liable to the Draft?  If so had he not better volunteer?  A private 
soldier is now almost the only one that can make anything in the war.  The high prices of every 
thing swallow up an ordinary salary like mine.  Three years ago I bought an entire suit for $45.  
Recently (and by favor) I paid $55 for a coat $25 for a vest & pantaloons.  A meal cannot be got 
for less than $1, of the same kind we used to get for 50 cts, &c.  But the money is not all the 
consideration.  If he is able he will eventually have to go, I think, for one year at least, and if he  
volunteers he will get a good bounty -- if he is drafted none. Moreover, it is something of which we 
should <be> have reason to be proud that more than one of us had been in the army.  Of course 
if he is physically disqualified that ends the matter.  I hope, and believe, that a year more will end, 
if not the war, at least the necessity for a draft.   
 If he does not think it best or is not able to enter the service, then I will do my best to 
assist him for which I am now in a better condition (perhaps) than ever before, but I am strongly 
inclined to think if he is not exempt -- that he had better squarely meet his fate at once.   
 Sad times are these, but God has called us to them, and we must do our duty.  God is 
also carrying us gloriously through them.  “In due season we shall reap if we faint not.”  It is a long 
time to hold out.  
 With the promise to write without waiting so long again, & with love to clear Father & 
Mother to Daniel, Marcus and your children I am  

 Your aff. brother,  
 Joel Grant.  

The boat joggles so much that I would not write, except that I know I ought, and that the time with 
all its inconveniences is better than I am likely to have soon again.  The writing is, I believe, even 
worse than usual -- and that is bad enough.  Tell your children from me to learn first and foremost 
to write (after learning to [spell?]), This is a lesson I have for years impressed upon John, and he 
bids fair to be a good writer.  If Daniel could write as well as is <he could joi> desirable he could 
join the army and probably not be in the field a month.  Our Generals Colonels &c, have a great 
deal of writing to do and if there is a really good writer, they are sure to find him out.  There are 
too few of them.  John has already had the offer of a Detail for that work if will enlist.  Of course 
he is too young.  

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
[Addressed to:]    Mrs. Caroline Grant. 



      Clayton. 
      Mass. [Massachusetts] 
[Note on envelope:] From Abbie May 79 
[Note at top of letter above address:]  Abigail E. Grant Burr 
      Hallowell Me. 
      May 7th 1879. 
My dear Mother, 
 We are safe at home my little boy and I.  I am pretty well.  Harold is very weak yet, but is 
gaining every day.  The dear little fellow has been very sick, and we are thankful enough to have 
him as well as he is, when he was down the first time the doctor said that for a day or two he did 
not know which way it was going to go with him, then when he began to mend, we suppose that 
he took a little cold, though we hardly see how, and he had a serious relaps, with dreadful swelled 
neck, vomiting and other painful troubles.  I was at that time sick myself, then he was taken with 
dropsy, but now he has recovered from all, and is slowly gaining strength.  We started for home 
at the first minute that it was safe to do so.  We left Oberlin Thursday noon May 1st and reached 
home about ten o clock Saturday morn.  We came from Boston by boat, and both of us enjoyed 
that part of our journey very much.  Harold was much stronger when we reached here then<re?> 
when we left Oberlin.  We took a sleeping car Thursday night, and were in the boat Friday night, 
so that Halley slept well both nights.  Brother Willie is in Boston now, and met me at the depot.  I 
also saw Prof. Shurtleff for a few moments.  All tell me that Carrie has been a little woman while 
here alone.  I was very glad that she did not remain with us, she could hardly have escaped being 
sick.  She has not been well for two or three days, and was taken down with diphtheria this 
afternoon, but I hope that it will not be serious.  I am sitting up for a while to take care of her and it 
is pretty late that I am vomiting. 
 Minnie Hill and the Shurtleffs were in their usual health when I came away.  Celia was 
suffering considerably with rheumatism and Nettie was feeling pretty weak and under [able?].  I 
had the scarlet fever thoroughly, but was not very sick, and got over it well, was confined to my 
bed four or five days, or rather five or six. 
 Mr. Shurtleff stopped in to see Aunt Gertie [Sarah Gertrude Day Grant] a few days ago, 
he says that she is living alone in the house now.  A man comes to sleep nights.  She spoke very 
tenderly of Uncle John, but on the whole seemed quite cheerful.  Many Shurtleffs children are 
very pretty and sweet, little Mary is especially lovely.   
 I had a letter from Edward yesterday, he represents himself as about as usual<l> and 
glad that he has changed his boarding place. 

Carrie [Caroline Lynette Burr] has been quiet for some little time now, and I think I will 
venture to go to bed.  Please give my love to Uncle and Aunt, and take a great deal for yourself 
please.  Your aff. daughter 
      Abbie [Abigail E. Grant Burr] 
Father and Mother Burr, received your letter, but as I had sent you a postal a few days before 
they will probably not think it necessary to write [now?].  I think that in some ways Carrie seemed 
a little better this morning. 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
      Hallowell Me [Maine] 
      Oct 5th 1880 
My dear Mother, 
 Your letter and postal were received to-night.  It is a great disappointment that you cannot 
come now, for it makes your coming at all seem very uncertain.  We had found that the American 
Board meeting was this week and were thinking that you would be here in a few days. 
 About the silk, it is not necessary for you to have it here.  Hallowell people are not 
particularly social, and as you know I always stay at home if I can. 
 The boat is safe as long as it runs.  its time of stopping varies with the season.  
Sometimes the river closes in the latter part of November. and sometimes not until a week or two 
of December has passed,  The boat "S[t]eamer Star of the East" leaves Boston at 6 oclock P.M. 



Tuesdays and Fridays. at Gardiner four miles below here, you change to the "Della Collins," a 
small steamer which runs right along side, all you have to do is to step from one to the other. 
 There is some Small Pox in town, and the children and Cora, my little kitchen girl have 
been vaccinated.  Harold has been very sick for several days.  I never knew a case when the 
disease was so violent.  Cora is beginning to be sick to-night.  Carrie was vaccinated when a little 
child, so presume her trouble will be very slight if she takes at all. 
 The fare from Boston by rail is $3.95. or $4.00.  I dont know which. but when Almon 
[Almon Burr] comes in I will ask him.  Almon thinks $3.95. 
 Our lease of this house expires on the 20th of Nov. but unless the next tenant is very 
anxious to get in at that date, we shall probably be here a few days longer.  I feel very sorry to 
leave this pleasant little house. 
 If you cannot come this fall you must visit me some other time. though of course it would 
be pleasanter if you could come while we are in our little house. 
 With much love to Uncle and Aunt, and Edward and your self, 
      Your aff daughter 
       AbbiE Burr [Abigail E. Grant Burr] 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 

[Pokeipsie?] Dutchess Co. N.Y.  
Dec. 23d 1883 

Dear Cousin Carrie 
 12-30. I am just home from morning service & here 3/4 of an hour before dinner.  I am 
determined to begin a letter to you trusting I may be allowed the time to finish it this year.   I have 
had you on my list of correspondents ever since Mr. B. wrote you in the summer or fall.  I do not 
know whether he answered your very agreeable letter in reply to his -- which is lying open before 
me.  I asked him to leave it with me as I wished to write to you.  He left us Sep. 17th for the West. 
He has been in my entire care for so long -- that when the parting came I felt I had nothing more 
to live for.  That my work was done.  He left on the 8-15 -- P.M. train. Took a Sleeper to Niagara (I 
urged him to stop at N. Though he might as well take all in he could as the [outlay?] was large to 
begin with) For days after he left I was miserable.  It did seem as if I could not suffer more had 
death caused the separation. When I heard from him from N. he too was suffering & the stop at 
Niagara in his distressed state of mind -- was a mistake.  He wrote very blue -- & said the roar of 
the Cataract sounded like a funeral dirgo.  He remained a week.  Then went to Racine Wisconsin 
to <see> visit an old classmate of William’s College Col. [McMynn?] who had been writing for 
him.  There -- to his surprise -- he met another classmate a D.D. & the three had eleven days of 
real enjoyment together.  From there he went to Chicago & visited my relatives.  I have three 
cousins very handsomely situated there -- One on Prairie Ave. and one on Indiana Ave. There 
also he had a delightful time.  The daughter of Cousin Morris Johnston was married a week ago & 
a full account of the wedding in the C. paper -- I sent it to Mr. B. or would sent it to you.  It was an 
elegant affair.  They are all very rich.  Are Baltimorians.  From there Mr. Burton struck out alone & 
for [himself?].  And then I trembled.  He went to Lincoln Nebraska stayed there some weeks & 
then went to Seward -- remained there awhile & went to Aurora Hamilton Co. Nebraska.  He is 
there now.  I expect him back in about 2 weeks.  It will be a sad [Christmas?] without him.  The 
first we have spent apart since we were married 18 years ago.  Mr. B. has kept well all the time.  
Indeed his health has improved It has agreed with him.  The weather has been delightful & the 
climate out there very fine so far all has gone well.  He expects to turn his face homeward on the 
26th unless my nephew -- Dr. Yarnall of Washington wishes him to attend to some more business 
out in Iowa for him. He has considerable land out there.  Mr. B will return to Chicago.  I want him 
to return by the way of St. Louis & Washington & Flemington.  I have only 8 gentlemen cousins in 
the first named place.  And my old home is in W. & his relations he would see at F. He says when 
he starts for us he doesn’t think he can stop any where.  I hope & pray he will get back safely.  
You know we moved here the 25th of last June.  We were in our house in Hudson from the 
Middle of Aug. to the middle of last June.  Were indeed very sorry [Jim?] could not visit us.  Had I 
not been taken sick I intended writing for Mr. & Mrs. David Burton to visit us also -- but you know 
what an unhealthy winter it was & I took cold & was quite delicate for several weeks.  I was up & 



about -- but had to be very careful.  It was in some respects a very pleasant sojourn in the dear 
old home -- but O.’ so sad to me!  I could not go into that house where I had been so exquisitely 
happy -- after so many sad changes -- & take up the thread again & go on.  O’ No!  At every stop 
I missed the loved ones that had been with me & joined with me in my happiness.  My babes had 
died there.  My dear husband broke down & I nursed him 3 years there.  I missed him when I 
went back -- he was so changed.  But much better than I ever expected <him> at one time he 
ever would <so> be.  He wanted to return to that house & live out some of those pleasant days 
again.  I do think he enjoyed every day of it until Spring and then we had an offer for the whole 
place (home & office) & I urged his selling & leaving H. altogether. Like Mrs. Thomas Carlyle 
when they left Craigenpultock -- I wished to “burn our ships” and to prevent the possibility of 
return.  If Mr. B had been able to resume business -- I should have contented myself in H. but as 
it was the place has grown stupid & Mr. B would have gone into the old ruts again.  I saw plainly 
he could not resume the practice of law -- then why stay there?  Our choice lay between Albany & 
this place.  We finally decided in favor to the latter.  I wished Marie to have every advantage in 
the way of education.  I wished her to go to Vassar College and therefore Pokeipsie is the place 
to prepare.  She is now in Dr. [Height’s?] Academy.  He says she can be prepared in 2 years but I 
don’t wish any crowding, She can take 3 if necessary to health.  She is very well now is a tall fine 
looking girl -- I considered very bright -- is doing finely in Latin.  Takes to languages as a duck 
does to water -- Not a very elegant comparison I admit.  We have a delightful boarding place.  
Many have called upon me here and I have had invitations to Receptions -- but I care very little 
for that kind of enjoyment now.  I love lectures & Concerts -- We are now enjoying the Lyceum 
season of 1883 & 1884.  They wind up Feb. 15th with a grand concert.  The next lecture Jan. 
11th will be by Rev. Joseph Cook of Boston Subject “God in Natural Law...” we are to have 
Gough once more.  I do not rave over him. P. is a lovely place.  It is so much nearer to N.Y. which 
is an advantage.  We do talk of furnishing rooms & going with “light housekeeping take our 
breakfast as our home” & our dinners out.  If so we will be glad to have you visit us.  I am sorry 
you did not come to us in H. 
Monday 2-30.  Our dear daughter is busy arranging her [Christmas?] Cards.  We Miss dear 
papa so much. I have just heard from him will be so glad to get him back.  It seems impossible 
that he is so far away from me.  My dear church will fill up the vacuum.  Service at seven a.m. 
than the carols at 9a.m.  Then full service at quarter to eleven when we are sad & lonely at the 
loss of our dear ones.  What a comfort to be able to attend such delightful services in our Mother 
Church.  There is every thing here to make it a pleasant [Christmas?] but his absence.  I hope 
dear Cousin Carrie we will some day -- not far distant meet & enjoy some long long talks.  You 
dont know how I miss Aunt Collar.  To feel she & Uncle C. are both gone!  They will spend their 
[Christmas?] in realms above.  Where is your home now?  Has Mr. Grant gone East as you 
thought he would & as he [...] in his letter to Mr. B?  I shall try & write soon to Flemington.  How 
are they all in N. Haven?  Has Mrs. Braley any child or children?  Not much happiness in this 
world without then.  I would rather have 2 dozen than none at all.  I had six.  Had Mr. B. kept his 
health I suppose I should have had 6 or 8 more.  As he lost his health & his business it was a 
blessing to the dear children that they were taken from him the troubles of this world.  I do not 
believe in having many children unless you can do well for them.  I do not believe in raising up 
paupers.  Have as many as you can do a good part by & no more.  ------ 
Dec 25th 3-15 -- 
 Marie is [...] by & sends love.  She has been enjoying her [Christmas?].  He have been to 
church Have had an elegant dinner.  Heard from my dear husband & he is well.  We have much 
to be thankful for.  Mr. has me wish you a very happy New Year I should love to hear from you.  

 Your affectionate cousin 
Mary H Benton 

 
104. Montgomery [So-.?] Pokeipsie 
 

-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 
 
[Addressed to]  Daniel Grant 
   New Marlboro’ 



   Massachusetts 
 

2420. Harney St.  
Omaha. July 19th ‘ 89 

 
Dear uncle Daniel,  
 Your letter to Jennie arrived about a week ago and as she was on the ocean making her 
way towards England I concluded to open it.  Mr. Wallace was looking about to see what he could 
do in the way of investing or loaning your money and may have written you but I think not as he 
hardly had time before he left on a business trip he has been contemplating for some time.  He 
started last Saturday with our boy Jamie -- 13 years of age -- on a journey to Denver, Salt Lake 
and then into the mountains of Idaho -- will be away about three weeks.  When he returns he will 
undoubtedly do what he can for you and let you know.  I hope the delay will make not great 
difference.  When we were at uncle Marcus we inquired for you all and learned of your 
“whereabouts” -- were so sorry to learn of Edwards sickness.  How his wife has been taken down 
I do not see what they will do.  I have no doubt the doctor is right in saying she should keep her 
bed for some time and only hope she may be circumstanced so that it may be possible.  
Enclosed you will find a [draft?] which I wish you would send to Edward and tell him I said he 
should use it for himself and his wife to assist them in regaining their health.   
 We had a letter from Jennie on Wednesday mailed just as they were taking a vessel at 
Queenstown to go to Liverpool.  She had been seasick only about a day and had enjoyed the 
voyage very much -- will spend ten days in London, about the same in Paris and then go to 
Switzerland.  How long she will stay abroad will depend on her own pleasure and whether she 
can find pleasant company to stay with her.   
 I am enjoying the summer with my daughters home from school & a cousin and 
schoolmate is visiting them  
 With love to yourself, aunt Caroline and the cousins I am  

 Yours truly  
Mary G. Wallace 

 
-~----------~----~----~----~------~----~------~--~--- 

 
 

 
 


